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CHAPTER 8

Conceptualising the lnfluence of Clients on Valuations

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

summarises each chapter of the thesis

discusses the key findings from the literature and from the study

discusses the scholady contributions

examines the professional contributions

highlights the limitations of the research

sets out the opportunities for further research

sets out the final conclusions of the study

8.0 INTRODUCTION

The main aim of this research as set out in Chapter 1 was to build theory in order to achieve an
indepth understanding of the valuation process and the role of client influence. This aim was
successfully completed with a culmination of a theoretical framework as set out in Chapter 7. ln
order to fulfil this aim a number of specific objectives were identified (Chapter 1 Section 1.12.)
These were:

L

ii.

iii.

iv.

V.

vi.

Section 8.1

Section 8.2

Section 8.3

Section 8.4

Section 8.5

Section 8.5

Section 8.7

To critically review the relevant behavioural real estate and valuation literature relating
to influence and valuation outcomes.

To examine the relevant auditing and marketing literature relating to "influence".

To compile a framework affecting client influence from reviewed literature.

To assess the perception of valuers and clients as to the influence of clients in valuation
outcomes.

To produce a theoretical framework synthesising the effects of influence on the
outcome of reported values.

To evaluate the implications of client influence on the workings of the commercial
property market.

This final chapter demonstrates how each of these objectives was accomplished. lt summarises
the study, discusses the key findings, presents the scholarly and professional contributions,
describes the limitations and suggests areas for future research.

This chapter is set out as follows:

8.1 CHAPTER SUMMARIES

Chapter 1 of the study set out the background to the research. lt questioned the degree to
which valuations are accurate and unbiased estimates of a property's 'true' market value. lt
suggested that because of the commercial nature of property valuations that client influence
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may be a factor affecting valuation outcomes and pointed to the ineffectiveness of quantitative
research methodologies in gaining an holistic framework of client influence. The chapter also set
out the research aim and objectives: to build theory in order to achieve an in-depth
understanding of the valuation process and the role of client influence.

chapter 2 constituted a review of the relevant property literature in order to gain an insight into
the topic of client influence and provide context for the study. The research areas specifically
examined included behavioural real estate which affords an insight into the decision-making
behaviour within property activity. The literature addressing client influence and feedback was
reviewed which permitted an understanding of the topic from both anecdotal and empirical
perspectives' Research exploring the areas of valuation accuracy, variation, smoothing and
lagging was examined in order to identify why valuations may not provide an accurate reflection
of market values.

The review of the property-related literature highlighted the limited number of studies pertaining
specifically to client influence. chapter 3 expanded this to incorporate literature retating to
influence within the wider context of professional services. These articles included those relating
to auditor independence which identified many parallels between the valuation and auditing
industries especially in the areas of economic independence and ambiguity. The marketing
literature relating to decision making within the contexts of the family, organisations and the
business to business environment was also considered. These literatures provide useful
insights into the potential for client influence within a commercial environment. The literature
relating to professional services marketing was also explored. This provided insights into the
unique features of services marketing and the importance of the client in the delivery of such a
service.

The design for the research study was set out in chapter 4, with the overall goal of constructing
a theoretical framework of client influence to assist in building theory. The research question
was established as "How do ctients influence vatuation outcomes?". This question described the
specific query to be addressed, set the parameters for the study and suggested appropriate
methods to be used for data gathering and analysis. Constructionism assisted in identifying the
underlying assumption about reality governing the research, based on the premise that different
people construct meaning in different ways even in relation to the same phenomena. The
theoretical perspective was determined to be interpretivism which was guided by the study,s
goal of assessing the nature of reality for both valuers and clients regarding the valuation
process' This perspective differs from that of the majority of published property literature which
tends to embrace the positivist approach. The methodology considered most appropriate for the
study was grounded theory.
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Taking into account the epistemology, theoretical perspective and logistical issues, the
appropriate research methods for the study were determined to be, in-depth one-to-one
interviews together with a case research approach permitting a systematic interpretation of the
transcripts. The research process consisted of four stages. The first of these was the literature
review and the construction of a preliminary framework of client influence. The second stage
incorporated the one{o-one interviews with valuers and the compilation of an updated
framework. Stage 3 consisted of one-to-one interviews with clients and the compilation of a
revised framework; and Stage 4 collected feedback from a number of experienced valuers and
clients in order to enhance the trustworthiness of the findings.

The steps taken to develop an initial conceptual framework of client influence within the
valuation process were described in Chapter 5. This framework together with the research
question acted as the foundation of the research process and as a guide to further enquiry. The
framework was based on the review of the literature and was a useful step in the development
of grounded theory. The framework included a number of proposed factors capable of affecting
the amount of influence and strategies that may be used by clients to influence valuation
outcomes. These factors included the characteristics of the service, service provider, client and
external factors. The output of this framework was not designed for hypothesis testing but
together with the research question provided a foundation for the study and acted as a guide for
further enquiry.

The in-depth interviewing process undertaken with experienced valuers was set out in Chapter
6. The main aim of the interviews was to discover the perceptions of these valuers as to the role
the client plays in the valuation process. Five experienced New Zealand registered valuers were
interviewed; the number of respondents was determined by theoretical sampling. The interviews
were transcribed and the data interpreted. The interpretation of the data not only permitted the
revision of the framework of client influence, but the richness of the information also highlighted
a number of additional relationships between the client, valuer and reported values, The key
findings from these interviews are set out in section g.2.

A description of the in-depth interview process with experienced 'sophisticated clients, is set out
in Chapter 7. The epistemology governing this study assumes that different people construct
meaning in different ways even in relation to the same phenomena. In order to gain greater

insights into the phenomena of client influence, interviews were carried out with the second
major contributor to the valuation process, the client. The results of the valuer interviews
indicated that clients with certain characteristics may have the ability to influence valuations in

different ways. Therefore, to accurately reflect the valuation process within large institutional
funds, only clients that had substantial experience of working for property investment funds and
had been closely involved in the management and commissioning of asset valuations were
included in the sample. The data collection and interpretation process as used for the valuer
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interviews was followed' In order to update the framework compiled from the valuer interviews a
comparative study was carried out analysing the differences between the outcome of the valuer
and client interviews. Finally, in order to ensure the trustworthiness of the findings, feedback
interviews were carried out with a number of valuers and experienced property managers. The
key findings from the literature review and the study are discussed in the following section.

8.2

8.2.1

KEY FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Key findings from the literature

The review of the property-related literature as set out in Chapter 2 demonstrated clearty that
the valuation process does not necessarily reflect the rational process assumed in traditional
propefi research' Questions surrounding the accuracy of valuations have proved to be of
concern to many property academics over a number of years and have been well documented.
Since the 1990s when Diaz introduced a behavioural approach to property research a deeper
understanding of the valuation process and the behaviour of valuers within that process has
resulted' Most importantly, behavioural property research has demonstrated that valuer
behaviour does not necessarily follow a rational normative process as suggested by traditional
economic theory' There is substantial evidence to suggest a widespread use of heuristics by
experienced valuers when carrying out valuations and making estimates of value. In particular a
number of studies have clearly demonstrated the use of the anchoring and adjustment heuristic
in relation to a number of anchor points including knowledge of the contract price, previous
value judgements and the recency of the information considered.

A search for literature directly addressing client influence within the valuation context identified a
limited number of empirical studies. ln addition to these, several papers reported substantial
anecdotal evidence suggesting that client influence affects valuer behaviour and valuation
outcomes' The papers have identifled the existence of performance-based fees received by
asset managers and financial dependency of appraisers on the client as potentially causing
both problems relating to ethical issues and also impacting on valuation accuracy. As well as
anecdotal evidence a number of experiments have demonstrated empirically that client
feedback has a significant effect on the perception of the valuer's role in the valuation process
and that valuers lack independence when carrying out valuations. other empi1cal studies also
argue that client influence does exist and although they provide a number of insights into the
reasons and opportunities for such influence they do not attempt to provide an holistic
theoretical framework of influence.

The review of the literature also examined a number of studies relating to valuation accuracy
demonstrating the differing likelihoods of valuation outcomes falting within a certain range of the
sale price' A summary of the literature indicates a high variation in results which again
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emphasises the imprecise nature of property valuation. The difficulty valuers have in reporting

accurate valuations is also reflected in the literature examining valuation variance. These

studies conclude that valuers are not generally able to value to within 5-10% of the mean value.

The results of this research indicate that there may be a large number of variables affecting the

variance reported between valuations. They further emphasise that valuation is not a science

and that there are many factors that may affect a value/s perception of value.

The literature review relating specifically to valuation smoothing and lagging indicated that
valuations used for the basis of performance measurement tend to reflect a low level of volatility
of property returns relative to other investment classes. The literature suggests that it is

becoming increasingly accepted by property academics that valuers responses to external

influence may increase the likelihood of biased figures and thus valuation smoothing. These
external influences may include such behavioural issues as valuers relying on past estimates

and making insufficient adjustment from previous value judgements and client influence.

The review of the academic property literature relating to valuer behaviour, valuation accuracy,

bias and smoothing all indicate that there are many behavioural issues that may affect valuation

outcomes. Evidence suggests that heuristics may be one explanation for such phenomena, but
a growing literature also suggests that the role of the client within the valuation process could

also be a factor worth considering. The review also highlighted the limited amount of qualitative

enquiry into the role of the client in the valuation process and suggests that further in-depth

analysis of client and valuer perceptions of the valuation process could help to identify why and

how clients may affect valuation outcomes. Insights into these areas may assist in explaining

such concepts as valuation accuracy and smoothing.

ln order to understand more fully the potential for client influence and the relationship between a

client and professional services provider, the literature in a number of other fields was reviewed

including auditor independence, business to business/ organisational decision making and

decision making within a professional services environment. The auditing literature relating to
independence was particularly useful where many issues were considered relevant to both
valuers and auditors. In particular the potential problems associated with independence and the
client relationship were established. Three structurat aspects affecting independence were
acknowledged as 'ambiguity', "attachment", and 'approval". Each of these was explored further
in relation to valuer independence and the valuation process. The asymmetrical power

relationship between client and auditor was also investigated and compared with the one-sided
relationship commonly cited as being present in the clienVvaluer relationship. Other more
technical issues identified as having the potential to affect the independence of auditors and
valuers were rules and regulations, precedents and comparables. With regards to influence

itself, the auditing literature assisted in the understanding as to the types of specific powers

available to the client. These include authoritative, expertise, coercive and personal powers.
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Finally ethical and moral reasoning were identified as potential factors affecting auditor
independence and subject to client influence and the valuation process.

An investigation into the term 'influence' was particularly useful in defining a number of key
concepts including influence, relative influence, indirect and direct influence. ln addition, a
number of powers or strategies were also identified and acknowledged as being capable of
affecting decision-making outcomes. These included expert power, reward and coercive power
and information power. How decisions are made within and between organisations offered
some useful insights as to how the characteristics of individual participants within an
organisation together with certain external characteristics can affect the decision-making
process and the potential influence of individuals. Finally, the professional services literature
emphasised the close relationship between the client and service provider and the potential
implications for client independence and the valuation process.

The outcomes from the review of the property related and non-property related literature
assisted in identifying variables to be included in the conceptual framework as set out in
Chapter 5' They were also useful in informing the interviews with valuers and clients as set out
in Chapters 5 and 6' The reviews identified a dearth of literature relating specifically to client
influence and valuations, in particular lack of a theoretical framework of client influence
pertaining to the commercial valuation process. The reviews highlighted the desirability of
appreciating more fully the complexity of the client-valuer relationship and developing a
comprehensive understanding of the client's role in the valuation process. These observations
identified certain gaps in the literature and were instrumental in guiding the research aim and
methodology of this study.

The research aim was to construct a theoretical framework of client influence to assist in
achieving an in-depth understanding of the commercial valuation process and the roles played
by the client within this process. The review also determined that most work in the literature
pertaining to behavioural property research has been undertaken utilising a quantitative
research approach. ln order to achieve a richer, more in-depth understanding of the topic, a
qualitative research approach was utilised. The key findings from the review of the literature
permitted an overview of factors affecting the relationship between the valuer and client and the
potential influence clients could have on the valuation process. This understanding formed the
context of the study described in this thesis. The key findings from the interviews carried out as
part of this study are described in the following section.
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8.2.2 Key findings of the study

As previously discussed, the findings from the study were gained from interviews with
experienced valuers and sophisticated clients. This section summarises a number of the key

findings, firstly from the valuer interviews and then from the client interviews.

The main aim of the valuer interviews was to discover the perceptions of experienced Auckland

valuers as to the role the client plays in the valuation process and their ability to influence

valuation outcomes. The use of a qualitative approach enabled an in-depth understanding of the
valuation process and highlighted different factors that may affect the type and degree of
influence clients may have on this process. lnsights into the type of strategies and power

available to different types of clients were also identified.

The interpretation of the interviews acknowledged that the characteristics of individual clients,

the client valuer relationships, the valuation processes, the purpose of the valuation, valuation

issues, the characteristics of the valuation firm and individual valuer and external pressures all
have the potential to affect the amount and type of influence a client has over the valuation
process. This can be compared to the original framework informed by the literature and the
researche/s experience which included only the four main characteristics of service

characteristics, external characteristics, service provider characteristics and client
characteristics.

The interviews permitted an in-depth understanding of the influence strategies that may be

utilised by clients. Eight influence strategies were identified as being commonly used by a
variety of clients. These were client expectations, information power, expert power, badgering,

coercive power, reward power, client instructions and general influence. These expand on the
influence strategies identified in the auditing literature by Pasewark and Wilkerson (1999) and

the organisational decision making literature of Kohli (1989). lt was interesting to note that the
client may not necessarily consciously influence valuation outcomes or even vocalise their
preferences. The valuer may, however, assume certain expectations and these assumptions

may have the potential to affect the way a valuer approaches a valuation. This may be

compared with the concept of indirect influence as described in the family decision-making

literature (Rossiter, 1 978).

The valuer interviews also suggest that different influence strategies tend to be used by clients

with different characteristics. This finding was of particular significance as it had not previously

been identified in the academic proper$ literature. The transcripts indicate that the use of expert
and information power tends to be utilised by larger and more sophisticated clients. Other
strategies such as badgering and coercive strategies are more commonly used by smaller and
inexperienced clients. Another finding of interest was that certain clients could reflect more than
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one client characteristic thus affecting the way they may influence valuation outcomes. For
example, smaller non-institutional developers with a large amount of experience and knowledge
of the property market may tend to favour badgering and coercive strategies in contrast to other
clients possessing equal knowledge and experience who may rely more on information and
expert power.

Another significant issue relating to the type of influence strategies highlighted by the interviews
was the importance of many clients in providing valuers with property or market-specific
information. The interviews suggest that the client has control over the supply of this information
resulting in a great diversity in the amount and type of information supplied by individual clients.
The provision of information may be perceived by many as "prope/ influence on the valuation
process' However, clients may also choose to omit to supply certain information to the valuer
which could be regarded as a form of "imprope/' influence that may be hard to ctetect. This
could also be true of the use of expert power where the client may have more experience and
expertise in valuing their properties than the valuer.

The client valuer relationship was another factor having the potential to affect the amount of
influence a client can place on a valuation outcome and also in determining the type of influence
strategies more likely to be used. The valuers described the client valuer relationship as typical
of a professional services provider as described in the literature review (Gummesson, 197g;
Alreck' 1994). In particular the relationship can be compared with that of the auditor and client
where there is a tension between valuer independence and providing the client with the service
they desire' As with auditors, valuers may be forced to compromise their independence when
balancing professional ethics with the economic practicalities of operating a viable business
(windsor and Ashkanasy, 1995; Mautz and Sharal 1961). lt was apparent that the longer and
more trusting the relationship and the more respect the client and valuer have for each other the
greater the potential for influence. This can may be partially explained by Bazerman et al,s
(2002) concept of 'Familiarity,' where auditors when given a choice of harming their client or
harming faceless investors may subconsciously lean towards reporting results more in their
client's favour.

In addition to valuer and client characteristics, factors relating to the valuation process itself
were identified as having the potential to affect the amount and type of influence a client may
have in affecting valuation outcomes. The ability to effect the process includes the abitity of the
client to pay, select and fire the valuer which as in the auditing literature resutts in the
asymmetrical relationship between the client and the service provider. This may therefore result
as a core incentive to compromise independence (Saul, 1996). The effect of the valuation
process also proved important in relation to the common practice in New Zealand of valuers
providing their clients with valuation estimates or entire draft reports prior to their finalisation.
This process presents clients with an opportunity to influence final valuations or, as perceived
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by some, to ensure the accuracy of the report. This practice is not unique to New Zealand and

was also identified by Baum et al (2002).

ln addition to the valuation process, the purpose of the valuation and technical valuation issues

were also considered as factors with the potential of affecting client influence on valuation

outcomes. The interviews indicated that valuations for different purposes could result in different

valuation outcomes. The valuers' interviews advised that as long as a valuation falls within a

range of defensible values then a valuer could adjust their valuation figure higher or lower them

depending on the requirements of their client. As with many other findings from this research,

these results again emphasise the opinion that is associated with valuations and the amount of

this subjectivity may vary between different valuation assignments. This outcome parallels the

findings of Bazerman et al (2002) and Hackenbrack and Nelson who suggest that subjectivity in

auditing assignments may have an affect on auditor independence.

The characteristics of the valuer and also the type of company they work for were also identified

as having the potential to affect valuation outcomes. The integrity of the valuer and their

expertise and experience was of particular importance together with the potential for a valuation

firm to provide additional support to ensure that valuation outcomes are an accurate reflection of

the market.

Finally, external pressures, including the effectiveness of the regulatory framework, were

identified as important aspects affecting the potential for client influence and directing valuer

behaviour. The regulatory framework was of particular interest as the valuers interviewed

seemed not to be guided by an in-depth knowledge of the regulations governing valuations, but

rather by their own understanding of ethics and definition of market value. There was a common

theme from the transcripts that indicated that valuers would be more concerned as to their

ability to defend their value in court than the specific code of ethics and legal requirements

governing their profession.

In addition to factors specifically informing the revised framework of client influence the richness

of the information attained from the valuer interviews also revealed a number of specific

associations between the client, valuer and reported values. These insights proved particularly

useful in identifying the relationship between the type of client, the influence strategy used, the

ethics of the valuer and the effect on the reported value. The results indicate that sophisticated

clients will tend to use expert and information power and unsophisticated clients

reward/coercive and information power. In addition, the results indicate that expert and

information power have the ability to change a value/s original assessment of a property's

value, whereas reward and coercive power do not. How ethical a valuer is may also affect how

much they will be prepared to alter an original value estimate. Ethical valuers will only be

prepared to change the original reported value within or outside the original range of defensible
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values whereas unethical valuers will be prepared to change the original reported value beyond
the original range of defensible values. These results may explain the results of the wozala et
al (1998) and Kinnard et al (1997) studies, where the amount of adjustment required by the
client did not affect a valuer's decision. The relevant factor, therefore may not be the specific
amount of adjustment but rather whether the adjustment amount can be defended by the valuer.

The results from the valuer interviews reflect a large and varied number of factors with the
potential of affecting the amount and direction of client influences. lt is possible that these
factors may have predictable results on their effect on valuation outcomes. However, the bias in
any particular valuation could vary considerably. The results overall indicate the importance of
understanding the complex behavioural issues associated with the valuation process and
question the simplistic and technical valuation process as adopted in traditionat property
research.

The interviewing of experienced valuers permitted an holistic view of the valuation process and
provided many additional insights into valuer and client behaviour within the valuation process
permitting the building of theory that had not been possible through utilising a quantitative
methodology. However, these interviews are limited as they provide evidence only from the
viewpoint of the valuer. To be consistent with an interpretive philosophy it was essential to
investigate how the other primary participant in the valuation process, the client, perceives their
role in the valuation process. Collecting these insights from the client provides the abitity to
triangulate the data collected from valuer interviews and produce further insights into the client
valuer relationship and their roles in the valuation process. A summary of the key findings is set
out below.

The interviews with experienced clients introduced a deeper understanding of the valuation
process from the perspective of the client. The results of these interviews again suggest that
there are a number of potential influences not previously documented in the property literature
that may affect valuation outcomes and the valuations that are ultimately reported to
stakeholders.

The interpretation of the transcripts from these interviews assisted in theory building with the
formulation of a revised framework of client influence incorporating the perceptions of the
experienced valuers and the sophisticated clients interviewed. The framework set out in chapter
7 is thus a culmination of knowledge derived from the literature and from interviews with the two
key players in the valuation process. A number of revisions to the framework can be ctescribed
as clarifications of the earlier framework and some reflected the greater in-depth understanding
permitted by examining the insights from the sophisticated clients.
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The most significant observation from the client interviews was the power the client has to
control the valuation process, this control results in providing opportunities for the client to
influence valuation outcomes. The clients interviewed indicated that these opportunities not only

exist as part of the formal valuation process, but informally before the valuation has been

commissioned. The key elements in the valuation process permitting the client to affect
valuation outcomes include the client instructions, timing of the valuation, choice of valuer, term

of the contract, pre-valuation meeting, fee negotiations, instruction process and informal

discussions. This control over the valuation process and the ability it creates for influence was

identified as procedural power and thus the revised framework of client influence as illustrated in

Chapter 7 includes procedural power under the category client pressure/influence.

The effect of the expertise and competence of the valuer in their abilig to resist client influence

was another factor identified in the client interviews, there was evidence that the more research

undertaken by the valuers and the more competent they are the less opportunity available to the

client to question the valuation outcome. This expertise and competence also affected the type

of firms preferred by the clients interviewed. For example their preference was for valuation

firms with both research capability and market credibility.

The clienVvaluer relationship was discussed by both the clients and valuers interviewed. tt was

observed by the clients that in addition to the trust, respect, type and length of relationship the

amount of contact between a client and valuer could affect the potential influence of the client.

For example, a valuer and client may have only be working with each other for a few months but

share information on a daily basis, whereas a longstanding client may only contact their valuer

to instruct them at the beginning of every financial year.

The client interviews not only assisted in updating the framework of client influence but they also
provided invaluable insights into the incentives, opportunities and the ability clients have to
influence valuation outcomes. Market credibility was highlighted as a major incentive, hence the
necessity for clients to report accurate and realistic valuations. Clients may also wish to
influence valuations in order to gain a personal advantage. For example, performance-based

remuneration was identified as having the potential to an incentive for clients to increase

reported valuation figures. Other situations that have the capacity to provide incentives for a
client to affect valuation outcomes relate to the purpose for which the valuation is being carried

out. For example, whether valuations are to be used for rent reviews and borrowing purposes,

or when they are required to validate in-house valuations.

The opportunities for a client to affect valuations as previously discussed are created

predominantly by the valuation process and the control the client has over this process, in

particular in their choice of valuer, the terms of their contract, the instruction process and the

draft review process. Thus the ability for a client to affect valuation outcomes emanates from
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their use of 'expeft power', 'information power', 'reward and coercive power'and ,procedural

power"

An important observation within these interviews was that sophisticated clients are motivated to
influence the valuation process in order to create accurate, consistent and justifiable valuations.
It could be argued, therefore, that client influence may result in the production of more accurate
valuations and not bias valuation figures away from market values. Hence recommendations to
reduce the role of the client in the valuation process have to be treated cautiously. lt should be
noted, however, that the results discussed here are taken from interviews with ethical and
sophisticated clients. lf a client has a tendency to act in an unethical manner then it could be
argued that regulations may be essential to safeguard the valuer and other stakeholders.

From the analysis of both the valuer and the client interviews it is clear that the valuations
carried out for large sophisticated clients have the potential to affect market values generally.
These sophisticated clients, as previously noted, tend to be active in both purchasing and
selling investment properties and thus the sale or purchase price of a property becomes market
evidence which in turn has the ability to affect subsequent market valuations. In addition, when
a valuer is placed in a position of valuing a property for a sophisticated client active in the
market place they are often aware that the client's opinion of value reflects that of a ,willing

buye/'or "willing selle/'. Their willingness to purchase or sell at a particular price may therefore
be considered by the valuer as an accurate assessment of the price that a property will be
bought or sold for.

The feedback interviews carried out with experienced clients and valuers identified a number of
other observations relating to the framework of client influence. The first of these was the role
the banks may play in the valuation process and how they may affect the potential for clients to
influence valuation outcomes. There was also some suggestion that the banks, as financiers for
the purchase or development of properties, may themselves be responsible for influencing
valuation outcomes. This finding is reflected in the Figure 1.3 where the banks can be identified
as a major stakeholder of a valuation within the commercial environment. Additional research is
needed to investigate further the role of the bank in the valuation process.

The feedback interviews also indicated that a valuer working on behalf of a New Zealandbranch
of an international valuation company could be placed under pressure by an overseas office
providing a client non-valuation and valuation services to "please" the client. lf this is the case
then the concern expressed by auditing academics (for example Lindbergh and Beck, 2004;
Ashbaugh,2004; Palmrose, 1986; Frankel etal,2002) may also be applicable to the valuation
profession. Finally the feedback interviews suggested that there has been a trend in more
recent years for valuers working for larger international multidisciplinary companies to have
become more commerciar in their approach to vatuation reporting.
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The findings of this study emphasise the complexity of the clienUvaluer relationship and the
great potential the client has to affect valuation outcomes. lt was elear from these interviews that
clients have an important role to play in assisting the valuer to complete a valuation task by

supplying information, expertise and experience. lt should not therefore be assumed that merely
by isolating the client and valuer from each other valuations will automatically become more
accurate reflections of market value. The global trends towards greater transparency and higher
levels of disclosure have implications for the way clients and valuers contract and ultimately
may reduce the amount of power available to the client and the opportunity to exert this power

over the valuer.

This section has summarised the main findings from the literature and the current study. The
next two sections investigate both the scholarly and professional contributions of the study.

SCHOLARLY CONTRIBUTIONS

Contributions in two key areas to the property academic discipline can be identified from this
study. The first of these relates to the effect of the research approach and methodology. By

utilising a qualititative methodology in investigating the behaviour of the client and the valuer,
this study permitted an holistic understanding of the valuation process and the role of the client
and valuer. More specifically, the chosen research methodology allowed the researcher to
explore freely the experiences of both valuers and clients within the valuation process. Such an

approach has thus resulted in effective theory building and reaching a deeper level of
understanding of the commercial valuation process and the effect of client influence which has
not been possible in previous quantitative studies.

The second major area of scholarly contribution relates to the complexity of the valuation
process and the numerous factors and relationships that can affect the amount and type of
client influence. Although published studies have identified a number of different individual

behavioural elements that make up the complexity of the process, there has been no attempt at
building theory by producing an holistic framework of client influence. A summary of the findings
that reflect the complexity of the process and contribute to the body of knowledge within the
property discipline are set out below.

The study provided a deeper understanding of the different types of influence strategies
available to clients when attempting to influence valuation outcomes. These insights have not
previously been addressed within the proper$ literature. They include indirect influence based
on the assumptions valuers may make regarding their clients'expectations. "Legitimate"

influence which includes information and expert power and "illegitimafe" influence includes the
use of badgering and coercive power. The recognition of the existence and effect of procedural
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power' reflecting the client's control over the valuation process is also an important finding and
contribution to the academic literature. By highlighting this control over the valuation process the
study also demonstrates the numerous opportunities that a client has to influence valuation
outcomes. These opportunities have not been noted explicitly in the academic property
literature.

The identification of specific client incentives, opportunities and ability to influence valuation
outcomes can also be considered as a contribution to the academic body of knowledge.
Incentives can have a positive or negative effect on valuation accuracy. For example, if a client
requires an accurate valuation for strategic purposes then they may place pressure on the
valuer to encourage this. However, if the purpose of the valuation is for negotiation purposes
then a valuer may be placed under pressure to value a property more in line with the client's
position. This highlights another contribution to the property literature that reflects the findings of
the professional services marketing literature by identifying the tension between providing an
independent assessment of market value and satisfying a client. The effect of this tension
highlights a fundamental assumption made by many of the respondents in this study who
emphasised the subjective nature of the valuation process and thus accepted the concept of a
range of defensible values. This concept permits a valuer to move within this ,grey 

area,,
allowing a valuer to value a property at a figure that can comfortably be defended in court and at
the same time allow them to satisfy their client's requirements.

Another clear contribution to the valuation literature is the finding that different client
characteristics have the ability to affect the type and amount of influence a client can have on
valuation outcomes. Previous academic studies tend not to distinguish between clients with
different characteristics and their ability to influence valuations.

Overall this study has indicated that the client has the ability to influence valuation outcomes
and thus the role of the client may indeed be a factor that should be taken into account when
analysing such phenomena as valuation smoothing and valuation accuracy.

In summary, by utilising a qualitative methodology this study has successfuily futfilled its aim of
building theory within the academic property literature. lt has identified the comptexity of the
valuation process from a behavioural viewpoint and created an holistic framework of client
influence. The next section sets out some additional professionalcontributions.

PROFESSIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS

As previously discussed, this study has identified the various stages of the valuation process,
the different types of influence strategies utilised by a client together with the overall role of the
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client in the valuation process' Highlighting this knowledge serves as a significant professional
contribution to the property profession.

Knowledge relating to client influence can assist the profession in understanding more fully the
role of both the client and valuer in the valuation process and the tension between
independence and customer satisfaction. This knowledge can therefore be used to educate
valuers and clients into their roles in the valuation process and identify potentially vulnerable
areas that should be safeguarded.

other contributions of the study relate to the finding from the client interviews regarding the
ability of valuers to undertake valuations that are realistic within the commercial context. For
example, clients generally felt that valuers were backward looking and were not aware of the
commercial reality relating to the buying and seiiing of property. This information should
encourage the profession to examine current vatuation practices and their ability in accurately
determining the value of certain properties in specific market situations.

In addition to behavioural issues relating to valuation this study has also highlighted a number of
technical issues affecting the potential of accurate valuations that should be considered by the
profession. These include the effect of the concept of the range of defensible values to reported
values and the effectiveness of a peer review process.

This study clearly demonstrated that sophisticated clients have control over the valuation
process' Although the clients interviewed were motivated by the need for accurate vatuations
and were therefore keen to use their influence to produce realistic outcomes this may not be the
case for all clients- lt is essential therefore that the profession examine the current practice
regulations to ensure that stakeholders can be assured that reported values by registered
valuers are perceived as accurate and independent. This in turn has implications for the valuers
Registration Board in New Zealand and how they carry out their regulatory role.

Many of these issues were considered in the UK following the findings of the Carsberg Report
(Chapter 2) and have resulted in revised practice standards.

This study has successfully fulfilled its aim of building theory by producing an holistic framework
of client influence' This framework has resulted in a greater understanding of the numerous
behavioural elements of the valuation process. However, as with all studies, it has its limitations.
These are set out in the following section.
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8.5 LIMITATIONS

As previously indicated, no one study can successfully consider all the effects and ramifications
of client influence. Four main limitations were identified. Firsfly, if viewed from a traditional
property research perspective the results in this study are not generalisable to the general
population of valuers and clients. The qualitative methodology and the methods utilised in the
study were designed to build theory and thus dig deep into the data rather than to test it over
large populations. Secondly, the study examines valuation only within the Auckland context, and
the results cannot be assumed to be valid in other areas of New zealand or overseas.
Nevertheless the Baum et al (2002) study indicates similar results are coming out of the UK.

The third limitation of this study is that it concentrates largely upon the clienVvaluer relationship
within larger sophisticated organisations. The main reason for this approach was that the valuer
interviews indicated that different clients behave in different ways and so in order to understand
the client valuer behaviour within large institutions the client interviews were limited to the
sophisticated client.

Finally, as highlighted by the feedback from a number of valuers and clients at the end of the
study, the other key player in the valuation process, the banker, was not interviewed. lnsights
from this third key player would identify the effect of their requirements on the valuation process.

As with all such limitations, these provide researchers with a number of future research
opportunities, as discussed in the following section.

8.6 AREAS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

As indicated in the previous section, the limitations of the study provide the potential for future
research in a number of areas. Firstly, as identified in the feedback surveys, interviews with
bankers should be undertaken in order to incorporate the perceptions of this third key player
into a framework of participant influence. Secondly, the interviews with clients concentrated on
the perceptions of large sophisticated client only. As highlighted, particularly in the interviews
with valuers, different client characteristics may affect the way in which clients attempt to
influence the valuation process. Additional interviews with a range of clients with different
characteristics would add another dimension to the framework of client influence. lt would also
be useful to extend the study to interview valuers working outside the main Auckland market to
see if their perception of the valuation process and client influence differs from experienced
valuers working within the Auckland market.

In addition to these opportunities it would also be advantageous to compare the findings of this
study to interviews with valuers in other countries to see if the behaviour of valuers and clients
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working in more or less regulated environments affects their perceptions of the valuation

process and the opportunities for clients to influence valuation outcomes. The study undertaken

by Baum et al (2002) suggests that similar characteristics are apparent in the UK property

market.

Another limitation of this study as perceived from a positivist standpoint is that the results are

not generalisable to the market as a whole, Opportunities therefore exist to take the findings of
this study and analyse them within a positivist framework in order to test them within a larger,

more generalisable context. For example, such techniques as surveys together with structural

equation modelling may be a viable option. Such a study was published recently by McAllister

et al (2003) where they conducted interviews that indicated the presence of a seasonal effect on

periodic valuations, with greater effort and information being applied to annual and quarterly

than monthly valuations. From these insights they then analysed the valuations within the lpD
Monthly Index and confirmed this effect with around 5% more appraisals being moved upwards

or downwards at each quarter day than the other months.

Other opportunities regarding future research also exist in taking some of the behavioural

findings and examining the implications for such issues as valuation variation, valuation

smoothing and valuation accuracy. Again the McAllister et al (2003) study did this successfully.

Research should also be undertaken from the viewpoint of valuation as a profession. An

examination of the effect of regulations and education on the behaviour of valuers and clients

both within New Zealand and internationally may assist in increasing the public's perception of
valuer independence. In summary, this section has clearly indicated that the in-depth

understanding of client valuer relationship and the role of the client in influencing valuations has

created many opportunities for future research which could contribute to the body of knowledge

within this area. From the topics outlines above it is clear that opportunities exist for effective

studies utilising both quantitative and qualitative methodologies and applied in a variety of
philosophical research perspectives.

8.7 CONCLUSION

ln conclusion, this chapter has provided an overview of the study together with its contributions,

limitations and opportunities for future research. Although these contributions to both the

academic and professional community are not exhaustive they illushate that the study has

successfully completed its aim of building theory and from this has created a firm foundation for
opportunities for further study in this area.

In addition to theory formation, this chapter has also demonstrated the power of utilising a

qualitative approach and the potential of such an approach in further developing theory within
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the area of property behavioural research. The in-depth understanding as to how valuers and
clients interact has identified the tension that exists between valuer independence and client
expectations which may need to be considered by the regulatory body in terms of its effect on
valuer independence and on professional practice
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Appendix 6Al

Conceptualising the lnfluence of Clients on Valuations

SUMMARY OF VALUER INTERVIEWS WITHIN-CASE ANALYSIS

Summary of interview with Valuer I

' The first thing valuer 1 would do when asked to carry out a valuation would be to determine the basis of value. A
valuation must be based on market evidence.

' He would then make a point of finding out what it is a client wants to know, and if there were any specific issues.
' H9 suggested that he would not.b-e able to provide a value for all occasions or for all circumstances. He was very aware

of different types of values for different clients. For example a value for an investor, He highlighted that different clients
require different reporting standards; for example sophisticated property trusts may reiuire more sophisticated
methodology and information than a less sophisticated company.

' There are clients that ring him on a regular basis requesting his view on things, which means if they instruct him to cany
out a valuation they have prior knowledge of his thoughts on certain property issues.

' There are valuations that require little client relationship. Clients wili ofien ask what documentation the valuer requires
from them' lf there are any problems then the valuer will go back to that client, but othenrrrise the client iniut is
immaterial' Other valuations require a much closer client relationship. For example asset valuations where the valuer
works much more closely with the client and has regular meetings witir them.

' There are valuations which.are ongoing and the client has ceitain expectations as to process and timefames which
have to be adhered to. Good, regular communication with the client is eisential in these circumstances, it is important to
let the client know what the valuer is going to deliver and when.

' There are clients that a valuer may have a close relationship with. This relationship may include sitting in on meetings
and giving consulting advice on such things as the value of building projects.

' There are situations where.a client may receive a valuation tnaitirey do not agree with, they may then ask another
valuer who they have a relationship with to come in and comment on ttat valuation.

' ttt valuers may b9 very dogmatic in their approach and in situations such as these it is possible to bring another
valuer in and the parties to negotiate around a table.

' The personalities of the parties involved in a valuation may affect valuation negotiations. A more experienced valuer will
be aware of how other people respond to negotiations,

' Valuer 1 believes that all clients will have an agenda and it is therefore up to each individual valuer to balance satisfying
the client's agenda and also a valuer's responsibility in terms of ethical requhements. Valuer 1 knows where to start and
stop and will advise a client accordingly. He will not act as an advocate fora client and will be prepared to walk away if a
situation requiring him to do this arises. Advocacy in his opinion is where a valuer argues ihe'point of view fom the
client's point of view rather than the value.

' Depending on the integrity of a valuer and his/her approach to a valuation, two valuers may come up with different
figures.

' Rental issues are ripe f91 client advocacy. In these cases a client expects a valuer to run their point of view. Rental
evidence may cover a wide range. lf a valuer is acting for a lessee they will advocate a figure io*.iln the range and the
lessor's valuer at the higher end. That may not be kue advocacy as ii looks at a range 6f options. Advocacy-is when a
valuer'shoots" for a value outside the defensible range of values where there is no sripport for that viewpoini. lf a valuer
acts outside his ethical responsibilities, then that can be considered advocacy.

' There are client's that will go to specific valuers because they know that they will work as an advocate for them, There
are only a few valuers that would be interestedin.advocacy as they aralikely to end up in court defending treir
valuation. The c-ourts.talk about a margin of enor of about 10%; rt avaluation is witnin that range then a valuer will have
n0 case to answer. However valuers who are mnstantly acting as advocates eventually lose ierspective and they may
start to stray outside this limit.

' Client advocacy tends to take place mostly in the residential sector as there tends to be a small ctient who stands to
lose money; valuers acting in this manner tend to get found out. With a more sophisticated client a valuer will submit a
draft report which will be negotiated with the client, A peer review process may also be introduced, but the reviewer is
often under the same pressures as the initial valuer.

' National valuation companies tend to be chosen for peer review. There is a lot of discussion that goes on in such a
process and the valuations tend to be complex, so any evidence of client advocacy would be diffcu1 to expose. Valuers
also tend to lag the market.

' Valuers tend to be naturally conservative; they should explain in more detail how they have come up with their valuation
figure. Valuers often do not have 

91ough in-depth markei knowledge. A client may fil to divulteto a valuer all required
information and thus he may be able to influence the outcome of thl valuation.

' Most of the time a client will not be deliberately trying to influence the valuation result, Valuers may someUmes fail to
question or challenge the client enough. rhis may be-oecause they are too busy gefting the job oone ano are therefore
under time pressure.
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. There are clients who just want he number. There are situations when they will require a certain figure especially when
buying or selling.

. In my career as a valuer I have never been bribed.. There are some valuers that may end up as unethical and expose themselves professionally. This may be encouraged
by a very competitive market and the value/s fear of not earning fees. This is more prevalent where a valuer is earning
a living on fees and commission rather than a salary. A valuer can reduce the risk of being approached to act
unethically if they build up a reputation for being ethical.. Many valuers have little security in that they are not guaranteed a steady income, especially in certain market
conditions.

' A young valuer who works for a firm with little integrity is more likely to learn ftom this culture and having little integrity
themselves.

. Some firms and valuers have a reputation for being conservative or optimistic. lt is not always obvious why some
companies gain this reputation over others and it may not be related to what they are doing as valuers,. Some valuers may think they are doing the right job, but may be acting as advocates, producing values that are not
supportable; they may end up being selective with their information based on their client's requirements, Some valuer's
may identify too closely with their clients objectives and not their own. The best instructions come from independent
parties that are disinterested in the outcome.. As a valuer gets older he/she may be more susceptible to selective viewpoints. Young valuers tend to have more
control and guidance; although there is a danger that a young inexperienced valuer may get complex tasks to do that
they have not enough experience to carry them out accurately,. Valuers should only take instructions where they are qualified. There are examples where valuers have stepped out of
their area of expertise and made mistakes. A valuer may be tempted lo step outside his/her area of expertise if they
have a good client they do not want to lose to another valuer.. A valuer valuing the same property for a long time may end up losing their objectivity, but at the same time they are
under pressure to retain clients.

Appendix 6A2 Summary of interview with Valuer 2

. Valuer 2 believes that the purpose of a valuation is very important and there can be different values for different
purposes. The type of client and purpose of the valuation affects the valuation figure expected by a client.. There is a range of values that exists for any property and the market situation and the type of property can influence
this range. In a diffcult market, the range would be greater. lt is essential that valuers listen carefully to their client's
instructions.

. The purpose of the valualion can affect the value a valuer places on a property. The valuer needs to be aware of what
the valuation is going to be used for. lt is important to listen to the client's instructions and include tris information in
your report.

. Client influence can take the form of the client painting a rosy picture of the market and the property. Clients may
withhold information from the valuer in order to fy and hide any downside. Clients have been known to inflate the areas
of the building. Developers try and paint the rosiest picture of all; distressed clients may also attempt this in an attempt
to get the value of their properties increased.

. Offering the valuer an inducement-based fee can affect the valuation outcome., A client could come to you with a specific valuation figure in mind and offer a valuer a performance-based fee if that
ftgure is achieved. Performance-based fees are against the rules of the NZIV and the ethics of the profession.. Getting potential business from a client could influence a valuer's performance for that client. lt may affect the fees
quoted in order to attract future work. The relationship with established clients permits more discussion on the level of
the valuation and can allow these established clients more opportunity for getting their point of view across.. Showing clients a copy of a draft report is quite @mmon. This gives the client the opportunity to "pick holes in ifl and
influence it. Clients do on some occasions bring to the attention of the valuer things they haven't taken into account and
mistakes or errors. They have the opportunity to influence the valuer on factual information and also subjective issues,
A client may supply the valuer with their own market information.. lf an agent has been involved, they may attempt to influence the valuation outcome to increase the likelihood of eaming
their fee.

. Larger companies (clients) tend to have more expertise. They have the ability to influence the fee, supply information,
including market information and check the draft report.. Some clients will inform the valuer of the contract price they have on he property, others do not wish to divulge it, Some
valuers feel it is not appropriate to ask for the mntract price, whereas others believe that they have an obligation to do
so.

. Some clients will advise a valuer of their target figure and request ttre opportunity to comment on the draft report before
it is finalised.
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' Some clients will be very adamant about the valuation figure they require. There are different limits that an individual
valuer will go to report the client's required value. Some valuation companies will have an intemal peer review process
where they can discuss the valuation with other valuers within the company.

' The end value is really a matter of opinion. A valuer may report a range of values and in a report the valuer might state
that this is at the low end or the full end of the range.

' Most valuers will have a limit that they will be prepared to report; different valuers will have different limits.
' Some clients may have expectations of value in excess of a valuer's opinion. lf the valuer knows this and feels that the

client will be difficult to work with, they may increase their fees.

' ln situations where the valuer may think that a property should be written down, they may face badgering from the
client.

' More knowledgeable clients will be able to supply information. Different types of clients will be tougher on their
expectations than others.

' Some clients are more ethical than others. Banks are the most ethical, and are least likely to "badgef a valuer, although
they will switch valuers if they feel they are not getting the quality of the service they require. Ge-nerally maloi property
companies and trusts are also ethical.

' Valuers may have different perceptions of tre NZIV definition of market value. Some valuers perceive it as the
HIGHEST PRICE that you would expect the property to sell for, Valuers must have evidence to support their valuation.
Many valuers are now required to use discounted cash flow methods. By using this method any small change in any of
the many variables can result a large change in the end valuation figure For many properties iheir value is well known
in the market. The client may have more power to influence a complex valuation-ai ttrey are required to supply larger
amounts of information.

' Most valuations are commissioned for statutory purposes. lf this is not the case the client may be befter off getting an
appraisal fom a real estate agent.. Listed property companies require annual valuations.

' Thgre is a requirement for many companies lo rotate valuers; rotation may be perceived as providing a control process.
Valuers involved know that someone else is going to follow them and analyse theh work. li a valuer has canied out a
previous valuation on a.prop-erty this may affect the outcome of his/her valuation on the same property. After
approximately two years the effect of carrying out a previous valuation on a property would not be as pievaleni, There
are occasions where a valuer may be instructed to value a property on a monthlybasis.

' Valuers who are paid on commission rather than salary could be more susceptible to influence by a client, as they have
more to lose.

' The amount a valuer is prepared to move on a valuation will depend on the individual valuer's integrity.
' Age and experience can influence the valuer. Younger inexperienced valuers may find it more diffiluft to deal with more

difftcult clients. lt may depend on personalities as youngei valuers may also st-ay closer to the textbook and be less
flexible as opposed to more experienced valuers who know from experiince that ihey can move within a certain range
yitl,qqt any major implications. Experience may be a stronger influence than age.

' lndividual companies work in different ways. Some valuitions may tend to be completed by an individual whereas
others may be more of a team exercise and more of a company valuation. In the non-multidiiciplinary smaller firms it
tends to be down to the individual rather than the company.

' The market perceives there to be landlords' valuers and tenants' valuers. In rental valuations valuers tend to act as
advocates for either the landlord or tenant. This should not be the case in valuations for stalutory purposes, but
generally there is a perception that you get a higher value from some valuers than others.

' 4t -th. 
end of the day a valuer cannot lose sight of the fact that they could end up in a witness box. A valua1on has to be

defendable and there has to be some evidence.

' In different market conditions valuers may tend to vary in their accuracy of their valuations. In a market collapse valuers
aren't as harsh as the market and in a boom they may be behind the mi*et. As they are always looking baciwards, it is
important to take into account market evidence but also to talk to agents too, to get more of a balanced-viewpoint.

Appendix 6A3 Summary of interview with Vatuer 3

' A valuer needs to be.aware of what is happening in the market and work out what is going on in a buye/s head.
' A valuer is required to come up with a value that reflects what a willing purchaser iouti pay and what a willing buyer

would accept. So a valuer has to understand the behaviour of each of thLse players in fre rirai*et.
' A range of values exists foreach property and it is up to a valuer to ascertain where in the range a specific value for an

individual propefi should sit.

' The pinpoint value chosen by a valuer may be higher or lower depending on whether a valuer and the market players
are optimistic or pessimistic.

' A valuation outcome may be influenced by the type of client and their expectations as to the value of a property.
' The value/s relationship with the client, the sophistication of a client and their analytical expertise can all affect their

ability to influence the valuation outcome and the amount a valuer may move a valua1on outside a range of values.
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Client instructions may also affect the valuation outcome. The vaguer the instructions, the more conservative the

valuation will tend to be. There is always a range of values that a valuer will be comfortable with surrounding a valuation

figure. The better the instructions the more accurate the valuation.

There are clients who know what value they want on a property, but they do not know how to get there. The valuer

needs to explain the process to them. Different methodologies will give different answers.

The valuer will have more confidence if a client makes clear the purpose of the valuation. This purpose will in turn affect

the way a valuer will proceed with the valuation and thus could affect the outcome of the valuation,

In most cases a draft report is given to a client for discussion before the final report is produced. lt is important to get

feedback ftom a client as generally a client will know a property better than a valuer. The draft report gives the client a

chance to highlight any issues they feel appropriate. How raw a draft report is when it is sent to a client will depend on

the clienUvaluer relationship.

The revision of a valuation after speaking to the client may not necessarily mean a change in the valuation figure.

There are a number of ways a client may provide input into the valuation report. These may include expressing an

opinion on such things as escalations in terms of a development, he physical aspect of the building, future expectations

and methodology. The client may also comment on the valuation figure and where it sits in the range of values.

It is important to get feedback ftom tre client as they tend to know the property being valued befter han the valuer. This

is particularly important for unusual and specialist properties. The valuer should be more knowledgeable, however, in

areas regarding he general market.

The purpose of a valuation and the outcome required by the client may affect the way a client interacts with a valuer.

In some cases the client will be more optimistic than the valuer and attempt to talk the value up.

A client may bring to the attention of he valuer emotive or physical points about the valuation. At the end of the day it is

a matter of opinion and/or judgment.

An institutional manager will be less likely to be aggressive whilst negotiating a valuation figure than a developer.

Developers have their money on the line.

lf an institutional manager is paid a performanc+based salary then they may be more inclined to place more pressure

on a valuer.

In the residential market clients are focused on the valuation figure being at a level that it does not frustrate a deal,

A client may refuse to pay the fee unless they are happy with the final valuation figure.

Some clients may be quite aggressive if they do not agree with the valuation outcome, This is usually solved through a

process of negotiation. There are situations where a valuer and client will not be able to agree. In these circumstances

the valuer has to place a value on the property despite the client's expectations. There will be a range of values

depending on the opinion of either party. A client may give the valuer information to change the draft valuation figure,

There are times in a consulting context where a valuer will report to a client a range of justifiable values. Depending on

the type of client and purpose of the valuation they may want to highlight the higher end of the range or the lower end,

There are certain situations where a valuer may be pushed into an advocacy role, although valuers should not be

influenced by the client's instruction, in reality they are. A valuer is also influenced by the client highlighting all the good

attributes of a property and not the negative.

A valuer can value a property up or down due to the existence of a range of values. lt is important if possible for a valuer

not to complete a valuation in one go, as doing it in more than one sitting reduces the influence of preconceived

expectations.
A valuer should get someone to review a valuation before it goes out.

A valuer may be encouraged to focus harder when coming up with a value where a client has previously advised of their

value expectations.
Some valuers believe that there can be more than one answer to a valuation, whereas others believe that there is one

right answer and hat answer that is non negotiable.

There can be many different views on certain attributes of a property, For example in Wellington for many purchasers a

coastal property would indicate a positive attribute, whereas for others it could suggest exposure to winds, As with

purchasers different valuers may also come up with different perceptions of different attributes.

The range of values that will depend on the opinion of the individual valuer. The range of values would be wider than

within 5% - 1070 and the more complex the property, the wider the range may be,

When estimating market value there is a range of values. lf ten valuers valued a property you would receive ten different

answers. There will always be some common ground but the extremes may be as great as plus or minus 2070. By using

more than one methodology a valuer will generally create a range of values.

It is necessary for a valuer to interpret the market taking into account types of potential purchasers and how these

purchasers would value a property. This can be achieved by utilising different methodologies and thus achieving a

range of values,

Clients are more interested in value justification than the way the valuer came up with the final value.

A client may be able to influence a valuation by way of instructions including the information they provide the valuer.

Information provided by the client should be checked and if it has not been then this should be stated clearly in the

valuation report.
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A valuer will question a client if he/she thinks that the information provided by them is incorrect, but this may be done in
a round about manner.
Some valuers do not believe that the contract price on the property being valued should be disclosed to the valuer;
however other valuers believe that the contract price and any otirer informition should be made availabte as it is valid
market information. lt is believed by some valuers that if fre contract price is not sought by the valuer then the valuer
may be acting negligently. However, they should not necessarily value io the contract filure.'
lf appropriate a valuer should make enquiries to the real estatl agent selling the propirty being valued for information
on the list price, the contract price and they should also enquire as to how iong tire broperty his been on the market.
The information should not necessarily be taken at face value as an agent willirobably'spin it to their advantage. ln a
number of circumstances the valuer should ask for more informatioi in order to understand a specific deal more
thoroughly in order to justify their final answer.
A valuer can be influenced by the client's intentions and the purpose of the valuation. As part of the valuation
consultation process the valuer will report a range of values to the client and depending on the purpose they will then
both agree at which end of the range the valuation will sit.
lf a client gives a valuer the figure of a previous valuation for a property undertaken by another valuer, it may induce the
valuer to double check whether his/her figure is substantially diiferent. The valuei may then ask for a copy of the
valuation report to check again.
V.aluers will come up with their own value but they are aware of the client's requirements. For example, in some
sjtuations institutions may want to keep valuations faiily static or climbing slighily.
lf valuers- have previously valued.a property they may include in freir rEort-a comment explaining any changes. Some
valuers if they find they had made a mistake previously may attempt to cover it up. lf vatuationi are transparent the
client may be more likely to accept the change.

Y.f.u9" may differ in their methodology and the amount of information they source may vary.
Individual valuer traits will determine whether a valuer tends to be pesiimistic or optimistc. These differences may
come from training and/or experience. For example, the breadth and iange of their experience and whether they have
always type of client they have serviced.

' The preference of a client for a more conservative or optimistic valuation might influence the valuer they inshuct. For
example, a developer will seek a more optimistic valuer. A valuer has the opportunity to be pessimistic or'optimistic due
to the existence of a range of values that they can work within. A pessimistic valuer will tend to value at the tower end of
the range and an optimistic valuer at the higher end

' Valuer experience and training will affect the way they carry out valuations. For example valuers trained in the Valuation
New Zealand environment versus a fee- oriented piactic6 may have a different approach to carrying out valuations.
Other influences would include whether a valuer-has been reprimanded before tor vatuing too high. th6 companies that
a valuer has worked for, will influence the type of experience gained and the competency-of tre viluer.' lt is up to each individual valuer as to whether they are prepired to change theii valuation outcome; it will also depend
on the ethic of the company they work for. Different valuation firms will haie different levels of rigor expected fom their
valuers, The checking procedure may be moved to suit the client in some instances.. There are valuers that are prefered by the lessee or the lessor.

' Lessor's valuers will tend.to value at the top of the range and lessee valuers at the bottom end of the range.' lf a valuer makes a decision to report a value based purely on the expectations of their client then this cannot be
considered a valuation, it has more to do with earning fees. At the end oitne oay a client trai to use a vatuer that has
market credibility, so it is important for a valuer to retain this credibility.

' F t people will shop around for a valuation that suits them best in ierms of outcome.
' fha personality of a client and the amount of respect that a valuer has for them may affect the way they can influence

the valuation outcome.

' The size of a client a.nd how often you deal with them and thus the amount of potential fees may have an affect on the
amount of influence they can place on a valuer. But at the end of the day a valuation has to stand on its own merits.

Appendix 6A4 Summary of interview with Valuer4

' Large clients commissioning asset valuations will sit down and negotiate with the valuer the level at which trey consider
the valuation outcome should sit. lf the client receives a performince-based remuneration they may try and influence
the valuer to leave some value back for the cunent.yeai..in order to report it for the followini yeir. Vatuers willget
placed under a certain amount of pressure to value to tire client's expectations.

' Larger clients will often have a formalised peer review process involving more than one set of valuers, The client may
divide their portfolio into three and instruct a different firm to value each iection of the portfolio. fhe fanet of valuers and
the client may then take part in a negotiation process.

' The peer review process. is considered as quite constructive; valuers get the opportunity to learn from each other. The
client also appreciates. the process and if they know that a panel 6f valuers'have reached a consensus they will
generally be less likely to try and influence the valuation figure,
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The peer review increases a valuation's credibility especially where the valuation accurately reflects the performance of
a client's portfolio and reduces the possibilig of mistakes.. The type of company instructing the valuer can affect the valuation
and/or a publicly listed company.

process for example if the client is a major fund

' The peer review process has the benefit of increasing market credibility especially if the client has had a chequered
history.

!

I

Clients can use theh expertise and any information they possess to influence a valuer's end reported value.
The valuation process can differ depending on the sophistication and experience of the client, Less sophisticated clients
may not require such a high level of market credibility. Smaller clients may need to have their hands held through the
valuation process and the valuer may have to explain the valuation much more than to a larger and more sophisticated
client. There are clients that do not agree with the final valuation figure and may threaten not to use the value/s service
again. lt is up to he individual valuer to keep their integrity to report a value that can be defended even if they are
threatened wih he prospect of losing a client they must be prepared to walk away.
A developer may use a visit to the site of the property in an attempt to influence a valuer to report a value at a higher
figure. The developer may then use badgering tactics waming that if the valuation was reported at a level lower than
required then he would go broke and would never give the valuer any work again.
There is evidence of valuers practising in the market producing valuation figures depending on their client's
requirements.
Rental work is another area where the valuer has a lot of pressure placed on them.
It is up to he individual valuer to maintain theh integrity and not prejudice themselves,
Valuations to a certain extent are a matter of opinion no one can be said to be right or wrong. There is a range of
defensible values, but outside hat a valuer should "call it quits". Case law says you are allowed 10% on either side of
the figure.
Sophisticated clients may place downward pressure on the valuer especially when they know the market is going to
scrutinise the valuation figure. Generally frere is more pressure to value upwards rather than downwards.
Sophisticated clients may ask the valuer to ease off the valuation figure slightly. Less sophisticated clients want as
much as they can out of their buildings.
Smaller clients are more willing to really push their tenants at rent review, whereas more sophisticated clients will try
and develop strong relationships with their tenants and don't push them to the same extent.
There is strong pressure from the client on a valuer valuing for mortgage finance, frre bank in those circumstances plays
a part and they will scrutinise the valuation on completion.
There are clients that may lie to a valuer, but on the whole the relationship between client and valuer is pretty honest
and open. Bigger clients will tend to produce all the information requested by a valuer, including information not purely
associated with the building.

The trust between client and valuer is related to the amount of information the client is prepared to divulge. Any
information withheld by a client would tend to have a negative effect on he valuation outcome.
Being a young valuer does have an impact on your relationship with the client and you really have to prove yourself.
Certain clients may try and intimidate young, inexperienced valuers.
Some valuers have a reputation for being optimistic or pessimistic and different clients will be attracted to different
valuers based on this perception and their requirements.. Valuers and clients establish different types of relationships, some clients may insist on using a certain valuer and
others will refuse to work with a particular valuer.

Younger valuers tend to be more thorough in terms of reporting. Many older valuers are unable to do discounted cash
flows. Younger valuers tend to be prepared to work harder as they are tying to establish themselves. Their reports will
tend to be longer and they tend to do every valuation on a spread sheet (this may in part be because they do not know
the market well), whereas an older valuer may not.
Larger clients want he valuation outcome together with evidence and market commentary; they don't want to be told
what they already know. Mortgage valuations will need to be more thorough.
Portfolios are about the only situation where a valuer may be asked to bring the value down,
Peer review ensures a reliable valuation with integrity. Valuer rotation also helps.
Valuers will be influenced by previous valuations that they have undertaken. They will be reluctant to drop the price
drastically from a valuation they have previously undertaken for a client.
Fund managers may want to keep the value down and report even growth in the fufure, A valuer will look back at what
they reported the previous year and if the valuation figure they have come up with this year is very different then a
valuer would be inclined to reconsider their valuation outcome and compare it with the previous figure.
There is a range of values for an individual property and different people will come up with different figures. As part of
the peer review process the range and the appropriate place within the range will be discussed.
There are so many different things related to buildings that may be viewed subjectively.
There is a range of values and an acceptable margin of error for any valuation, There is a grey area where no one has
got it right or wrong. The main reason for this would be the liquidity factor, in that property is traded on an infrequent
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basis. A. valuer may be prepared to move within this band; however a valuer will become aware when they move
outside this band as nothing stacks up with the evidence.
A valuerwould be prepared to move within the grey area created by this range of values as there is no point in upsetting
a client. No valuation is going to be exact and it is always going to be a matter of opinion which will often come down to
negotiation to find some common ground.
There are valuers that are renowned for reporting valuation figures that the client wants regardless of the evidence. lt is
up to the individual valuer to maintain their integrity and refuse to move outside this range.
Smaller to medium clients tend to be more likely to coerce or badger the valuer (less s6phisticated clients) and threaten
to go somewhere else if they do not receive the valuation figure they require.
Sophisticated clients are more,prepared to acmpt a valuation figuri as'long as there is a valid reason and logic behind
it' Smaller clients are more inclined to say this is the figure I wani and will go to any lengths to get that figure.
The peer review process is not truly independent as you know what you are worklng toilards. 

-
I don't ask for the contract price if it is not offered. The contract prlce to a degre6 does influence a valuer. lf you are
within the margin of enor then you tend to work towards that figure.
Although there is a range, a valuer will sometimes have to ieport a pinpoint figure, especially for financial reporting
purposes. Valuation companies may have an intemal peer review process and therefore ttre tlient will get tnd nrm'i
valuation not an individual valuer's valuation,
Some valuation companies may have quality reporting standards. These standards assist in the valuer reporting an
enor-free valuation. Without an internal review and quality reporting process a client may receive a valuation with enors.
Time pressure can affect the quality of a valuation report, some ilients have unrealistic expectations as to the time it
takes to complete a valuation. Some valuers will not take on work if the time pressure is unrealistic.
Prior valuations do affect a valuation; valuers will look back and see what they have done before. The range of values
reflected by a previous valuation doesgive some area of comfort in that it givei a valuer something to aim for,
Valuer rotation is beneficial in cases of portfolio valuations.
There are valuers who are prepared to report a valuation figure specified by the client, These valuers do not tend to
work in a team environment and just want to make some quick money. The market tends to know who these valuers
are. They are more prevalent in smaller valuation companies, althougir it tends to be an individual thing rather than a
company thing. Valuers that are working independently within large organisations are not immune.
Valuation companies can be characterised as being optimistic oi peslimistic, there may not be any particular reasons
for this.

Older laluers are often perceived as being more pessimistic. They don't tend to dig deep for evidence and they have
established clients that they have acted for years and years.
Valuer's access to real estate agents within their organisation can be of benefit as information can be gained before it
hits the market, Real estate agents can provide in-depth information on market behaviour fom a non-valuers
perspective.

l.t9tt established company will tend not to create such problems to valuers as a small unknown client. In many cases
it is hard to determine whether a client will become a problem at the instruction stage and it may take 2 or 3 tetephone
conversations until it becomes evident.
Before commissioning a valuer a client may make it clear that they are seeking a particular figure. lt is up to the valuer
as to whether they are prepared to take on such a job (integrity).
Where there is little evidence available to the valuer tne miore.personal opinion he/she may need to use and the client
may have more influence over the valuer.
Clients with different expertise may scrutinise and question a valuation differently. Sophisticated experienced clients will
look at how the valuer has analysed and interpreted the evidence. Valuers have to be able to stay w1hin the range of
defensible values.
Some clients may refuse to work with valuers of certain personalities.
Pleasing a client and receiving a financial reward is always important to a valuer but the valuer can only go so far to
please a client before compromising themselves.
Valuers that are remunerated on a commission basis may be more likely to be influenced by clients outside the range of
defensible values.
Some clients are looking for valuers that are prepared to lie in order to get the result they require.
A client that is remunerated on a performance basis may place mdre pressure on the valuer to come up w1h an
attractive valuation fi gure.
The client will often push the valuer to change their reported valuation figure. lt is really up to the valuer how far they are
prepared to move.
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Appendix 6A5 Summary of interview with Valuer 5

. A valuer should be an interpreter of the market as opposed to setting he market.. Our clients know what they are expecting in a report, they expect you to perform and explain your findings rationally.
They expect you to understand the market and to give justification to your findings.. Different types of client require different methodologies to be used and different approaches to be taken when
calculating a valuation figure. Reporting requhements and standards can both vary substantially between clients.. Investors from different countries and different types of organisations may view the value of investments in different
ways. Clients may have different expectations ftom the valuer as to the methodology and standard of reporting,

' The amount of information available to the valuer can affect tre quality of the valuation report; a lack of information can
lead to a more pessimistic report. A fixed fee valuation is agreed on the assumption that all relevant information is
available, Good information helps the valuer understand the relevant issues sunounding the valuation. Clients can get
frustraled as to the amount of information hey are expected to produce. The better the information, the better the
valuation. Good information assists with the whole valuation proc€ss.

. The valuation figure should be he same whether it be for a buyer or a seller, or someone just holding onto an asset.
The end figure must stand up to market comparison and future market conditions.. Buyers and sellers have different perceptions of value; owners think that their buildings are worth more and purchasers
less. There is oflen therefore a range of values and as valuers we now often give a range; we often have to give a
number but are keen to give a range. There are imperfections in the market place and it is not precise.. There have been many deals where the buyer has been prepared to pay 200/o above anyone else; he can see
something in it that nGone else can, There are also situations where buyers can be only 0.1% different from each other.. There is scope for the value to be considered within a range. We would use a range quite a lot in rental assessments,. Depending on the purpose of the valuation clients may or may not want a range of values reported. For example if the
valuation is being used for negotiation purposes the client is less likely to want a range to be reported.. A draft report is often given to the client before being handed over as part of the negotiation and trey want a definite
figure reported. Where there is a range, the valuation figure may skew depending on the puryose of the report and the
client.

. Draft reports sent to clients are more prevalent for asset valuations than other types of valuations. Feedback from the
property asset manager ensures that there are no glaring mistakes, so it is like an extemal check before going out as
final.

' Some organisations employ in-house valuers who always like to see the numbers first, Mortgage valuations are more
straightfomard; they are normally sent straight off with no discussion. The valuation of developments may require a
number of drafts as changes occur.. Asset managers may use expert influence to change the reported value. Developers tend to use more "badgering"
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techniques.
Information provided by the client can influence he outcome of a valuation, Property managers may use expert
influence to influence reported values. This can be achieved by raising legitimate points and identifying areas that can
be more strongly weighted by the valuer.

Developers can provide evidence of pre sales which might affect a valueds figure.
Bankers are usually pessimistic and will tend to pressure downwards; developers are usually looking for a higher figure
and will pressure the valuer upwards,
Valuers may place strategies into place to take into account difficulties developers may cause.
Developers may want to have a specific company to value for them. This is because of the company's reputation and
credibility with the banks.

With developers in particular, if they put too much pressure on the valuer, the valuer with integrity may have to "call it
quits".

Valuers tend to put into place specific strategies such as charging a higher fee to deal with developers.
There may be other valuers prepared to produce a valuation suited to the developer's requirements,
There are genuinely optimistic and pessimistic valuers in the market.
Valuers have reputations for different specialities. For example, carrying out valuations for tenants or landlords.
Some valuers tend to give higher or lower valuation figures depending on what type of client they have been working
for. Players in the market will choose to instruct a specific valuation firm depending on their reputation in the market.
Potential clients considering purchasing a property may commission a valuer who has previously valued the property as
there is less investigative work to consider,
Where there are benchmarks available, the valuation process is fairly rigid and valuation accuracy would be high.
Therefore valuations incorporating elements of forecasting have a larger range than a cash flow which is direcfly
pinpointed to the market today where a valuer has investment benchmarks to work on.
Different valuers might use different valuation methodologies and approaches; this may be related to their technical
expertise and experience .Valuers that are not able to use discounted cash flow techniques can cause problems.

Older valuers tend to be more conservative.
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In general valuers may find hat there is less pressure placed on ffrem if trey are able to report to an independent party,
rather han dhec0y to he client
Valuer rotation provides a good drecking procass. lt means 0rat every 2 or 3 years he valuer obtains a fresh view of a
property. lt also helps to ensure that any mistakes are not compounded.
The client valuer relationship has to be at arms length and if valuers break trat rule hey are going b end up in real
fouble. A valuer has to ensure oedibility, independence and confidentiality.
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Appendix 68 SAMPLE OF VALUER RESPONSES TO tNDtVtDUAL FACTORS CROSS
CASE ANALYSIS

Appendix 68l lllustrative sample of responses to individual factors relating to client
pressure/influence

CLIENT
PRESSURg
INFLUENCE

ILLUSTRATIVE VALUER COMMENT

Client
expectations

\,ve know they have agendas and essentially we will respond to those agendas my agenda is
only to satisfy two issues, one the client in terms of his agenda, but the second one is my
responsibilities ..... in terms of ethical requirements..."

"... they know they have got to please that particular crowd to keep the work ...."

",...1 think that scale fees had a lot of disadvantages, but one of the advantages that they did have it
didn't put you under pressure in trying to perform to clients'expectations unreasonably..."

".,. but certainly, if, to my mind if someone walks in the door and says I need a valuation. I've got to sell
the property and I want to make it the highest you possible can, you ..., may well come up with a
different valuation figure than ... if a big banking client comes in and asks you for a very conservative,
realistic figure for say the fire sale of this property."

'... another client might come to you and want to put a different perspective, so you do it in September
for a client who asks you to be tremendously bullish, then the next month another client comes to you
and says they want to be bearish .... lt's very difficult to put a valuation report in such a short space of
time, two reports with very different figures ..."

" .... whereas for other clients, they're wanting an answer ... for what they need it for, what they are
going to use it for .... they want a higher value than we are curently talking and for obvious reasons
they are talking us up,.,.,"

".,.well you know they came out right at the start and told us what value they wanted.... They said 'this
is the value we want in this exercise",

"l mean obviously the client does impact on it, and because of their expectations as well, we get put
under a lot of pressure to change values based on what they expect .,."

'... they want to be able to report every year that they have had nice growth every year ..,. They don't
want to have to put into heir annual report, oh we've had an unrealised valuation loss ..,"

"The clients we are dealing with, knowing what they are expecting in a report at the end of the day, you
really need to understand some of these issues to be able to relate to them.,,"

Information power "The reality is clients should be cross examined a hell of a lot more closely than they are, not that they
are trying to be deceptive deliberately, but it is naturally human nature to tell the person something that
will be to your advantage and not tell them the things that are not to your advantage..."

",. he larger more complex valuations, very ofien the client has to supply quite a lot of information or it
will come through the Property Manager so there may be quite a lot of figures that you are reliant on,
but in my experience there's never any question of any figures being cooked or anything like that..."

'... very often you take a valuation instruction and your point of contact is an agent ... Now he is going
to take the opportunity to try and condition you ... because he's got his commission resting on it. So he
is going to give you all the comparables that he knows about, and obviously do his best to convince you
that it's a great deal..."
"... you would ,.. not go back to them and say'you've given us the wrong information", you'd say
?e've found something different to what you've given us, have we got it wrong?" or 'have we
misunderstood?'.. .'
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"..they,|l(thebiggerclients)genera||ygiveyoueverythingyouneedwtrffi
purposely withheld information because they know it's going to have a negative impact on that value,
particularly in rent review cases."

"we've done work for people in the past who have blatanty lied to us with information."

."..'probably (is the lack of information ever intentional?), I mean no, I don't know its, in many cases it's
just a total lack of understanding of the process".

"that can change your view when hard market data is produced that you weren't aware of.

"Yes-it does (affect the figure reported in the valuation). lf the valuer is not comfortable with the quality
of information, he is more likely to take a pessimistic view of the end value, just to give him that level of
comfort."

'Obviously when developer Y puts contracts on the table, showing he has achieved certain proceeds, it
has an impact that is fair to say".

I Expert influence "..,thetraditiona|wayofdoingthatistogothroughtheva|uationin@
points that this particular person thinks that enough direction has not been given in favour of a
particular viewpoint, in other words stress those issues that will only push the value level up.... Why did
you take a terminal value based on a on a 10.S% cap rate rather than l.S% ...,

"..,well there could be mistakes and there could be just an eror, you have certain contract rents that
are wrong or you've missed some part of he cash flow ... , They want to make sure . ., that you've taken
full account of reversions and so on and all the different cash flow items are included... "

"l think as a generalisation the larger, the bigger clients will be the ones with more expertise, lt's the St
Luke's and the Kiwi lncomes and the Trans Tasman's who have the staff who are able to supply you
with all the information you need for the valuation process in terms of comparables and in iermi of
scrutinising draft reports and so on and checking that everything's there."

'l believe it's fairly important (client comment) because.... I think the client knows the property more
than you do, particularly for ... the unusual properties because as a valuer you wouldn'i come across
them that often, and yet they?e dealing with the property on a day to day basis, they would have a
better understanding of the property than you would,,."

" ... if they go through the methodologies you've used, .., why have you got 10-12T0 in your DCF, why
have you got 8-10%, why'd you select 9%, you go through that process...t

" it maybe just that they've brought up an issue that you hadn't considered with the property down the ]

road that you've .,. relied heavily on,.,,. And you'llgo back and have a look at it and iay yen mayOe 
I

they have got a point..,." 
I

"... in some institutions they have in-house valuers, they always like to see the numbers first. They like I

to sort of have their say, which they do on occasions, and on occasions it has had an effect on tre I

value where we have changed our view, having regard to some of their points of view, so it is fair to say I

that has occurred." ' 
I

Badgering ".'.ifitisawritedownsituation,it'squitec|ear,the
for sympathy and will say, this is a write down .., €n you please help to minimise the write down."

' ". he said \vhat's the answef he wasn't interested in the report and I told him what figure came out at
the end of the day and he thumped his desk and shouted and yelled and said 'it's no gdod to me".

? classic example would be a development, where the developer just has very unrealistic expectations
of the market rent .,.. And he said you guys have got it wrong, it'i worth a lot more tha thai ,..and he
said well based on that l'm going to go broke on this ..."

"They'll try and intimidate you. I've had situations where they say 'what the hell do you know what

Conceptualising the lnfluence of Clients on Valuations
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you're talking about" .,, it is a bit intimidating, you start thinking, well maybe I have got it wrong and so
you go back, you go over itagain ..."

"..sometimes it takes longer han others to sign off the final valuation, it's fair to say that there are
disagreements, I'd say particularly developers is probably where you have the most discussions ,.. on
the value..."

Coercive power ",. I can remember back in the 80's being asked to undertake a valuation on a performance basis. In

other words if the value isn't achieved, then we don't need the valuation and you don't get your fee."

n. .. you're going to be influenced by the prospect of getting a fee ... if it's not coming to the figure you're
not going to get a fee, so you're then going to try and scratch your head, human nature obviously is
going to make you want to keep reviewing it to see if you can't get to that figure ,.. there's obviously
going to be a temptation to go beyond where you would normally 90...'

'l rang through the answers, he then said Ve'llstick the report and you know don't bother sending your
fee" was his answer to my valuation and that was the end of the matter."

"l mean you're facing the prospect of losing a client which is losing income, but at the end of the day
we're not prepared to work for the people who are going to put us under that sort of pressure and make
us, you know prejudice ourselves".

" ... it might be three or four times a year whereby we just flatly refuse to say, which isn't a great
amount for the number of jobs you do in a year .... lt does happen, they'll say we're going somewhere
else ..."

"So when a developer says to us, "vle can get this job done a lot cheaper somewhere else' we say fine,
we are happy with that. We'll do the job, but only on that fee, we are very firm on fees for developers."

Reward power "...they know they have got to please that particular crowd lo keep the work, they may come up with a

value level at a certain point and then it will be discussed and there will be a lot of client interaction
going on there..."

"So if you haven't got a lot of work to do and you are a residential valuer and somebody comes through
tha dnnr vnrt ara nrnhahlv ihinkinn ahnrrl feedinn lhe familv Fhrl thov are alwavc al tho henlr nf

your mind,.."

"... well I think it is purely the temptation aspect, I think, that's the reason for it (performancebased

fees).'

'l suppose though that leads on to the question of whether the clients with the most clout are able to
dish out the most valuation work have the ability to influence valuers more than just a man in the street,
someone who you are doing a one-off valuation for."

"... well you have to say they are more likely to influence you more than a one off client and if it's
potential for bigger fees out of them, you'd say well, more likely to do a better job for them or you'll more
likely to go out of your way to retain them ... well I think that will come through on your value
consideration part of your report."

"No one likes to lose income but at some point you can't start prejudicing yourself ,... You always bear
in the back of your mind that it's income, it's money in the back of your, in your back pocket so to a
denrcc nleasinn tha nliant nleacinn lha elieni ie nrrmhpr nrrmhor nnp aim hrrl

only take it so far to please them .... Before you start compromising yourself,"

Client instructions " lthink they could be identifying too closely with their client's objectives and not their own ... the best
instructions that you get are from parties that are disinterested in he outcome.'

'...obviously got to listen to the instructions of your client. Now you do run into a problem as with that
sort of approach ... you've got to be careful and you could do a valuation for a developer and the
developer goes to extreme lengths to get you to value the property as highly as possible .,. six months

Conceptualising the lnfluence of Clients on Valuations
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Appendix 682 lllustrative sample of responses to individual factors relating to the type
of client

Conceptualising the lnfluence of Clients on Valuations

or a year down the kack there's a bank and the bank gives you another instruction, so it is possible to
get yourself tied in knots."

"l know there is a tendency to use discounted cash flow and that's favoured by a lot of clients and
certainly we are called upon to use discounted cash fl0w...."

'ln theory you should be uninfluenced by your instruction, you should come up with a cunent market
value, but it is very difficult to move away from how you were originally introduced to a sifuation, that
you're gonna be influenced by, as much as you try not to be you certainly are going to have a different
slant on the property initially".

",.,you are likely to be influenced by the intentions of the party ... you know in an ideal world you could
be instructed by someone who is independent that could just say, well you are required- to do a
valuation on this property."

General influence '...the other issues relating to the way in which I look at reporting to a client is that I nave to otfer ttrem
a service which I think they need,..",

"...it's at the heart of what we do because behind all that pressure and amongst all that pressure you're
getting to service clients' needs and to basically be friends with your client ,.. to provide a service ....'

' ... when there's less information, the client ,,. does have a bit more impact and probably has a lot
more to say because they'll be saying to you, you've come up with this figure you know, what evidence
is saying to you that, it's not, you know, this figure...'

"l mean the client will try anything, whereas it is up to the valuer to the extent that they are going to let
that relationship be an influence..,"

THE TYPE OF

CLIENT
ILLUSTRATIVE VALUER COMMENT

I Sophisticated |"|otofthework|do''.|amdea|ingwith|argeorga
I are more interested in saying 'for g-ds sake give us the numbers that we can put in our financial

I statements."

| "You know if you are dealing with an institutional manager, they're less likely to be as aggressive in the

I 
way they approach the valuation process than if it was a developer who it is their property."

I "...nu, generally the client knows the property befter than the valuer does, that the client understands
the market better than the valuer does and that ... as a valuer ..,. You are better off submitting a draft
report which includes a value ... , You have got a document that you can explore any attributes ihat you

ry.V. 
hgve missed, or, you've over emphasised or whatever and given the client an opportunity to

highlight anything like that .,. you can revise it or think about it and then offer your opinion."

"Downward pressure has, believe it or not, does actually occur .., it happens more with sophisticated
clients whereby they know that they're going to get analysed to death".

'l mean most of our clients are corporate clients ... I guess they're more prepared to accept your advice
provided there's .,. valid reason and logic behind it. I guess ... they're probably a bit more sophisticated
whereas the smaller client has figure in his mind and says this is what I want and he will go at any
lengths to get that figure."

"For certain purposes we prepare draft reports quite regularly. In particular where reports are done for
asset purposes we would normally prepare a draft report and then fire a copy down to the orooertv
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asset manager, just so they can have a final check".

"ln some institutions they have in-house valuers, they always like to see the numbers first. They like to
sort of have their say .... And on occasions its had an affect on the value where we have changed our
view, having regard to some of their points of view."

Unsophisticated "...small clients are damned difficult to deal with...and if somebody like a purchaser of a Fletcher Home
starts to lose money, it is a very personal issue and they will do something about it."

"...s0 they don't actually know how you are going to determine that value, so you would need to
interpret that, so the way you get around it's going to be a bit more vague ..."

".... Those clients generally ., are a lot smaller and less sophisticated and probably not reporting to a
rigorous market ... and they will have a mindset unless you can provide ... a reasonable argument ...
you know .,. it's a matter of holding those clients' hands a lot more and really talking through things and
probably going into a lot more depth ... there are still plenty just think you got it wrong, we're not going

to use you again..."

"...there are certain valuers that are just renowned for just putting basically the figures on that people
want ... I would say it would happen in the medium to smaller firms that are dealing with less
sophisticated clients ... the smaller client has a figure in his mind and says this is what I want and he
will go at any lengtfrs to get that figure."

"...but I mean if it's Joe Bloggs from down the road, you've got an idea he's going to be more of a
problem than XYZ Property Ltd, you know that own $400 million worth of properg ..."

"Less sophisticated clients tend to push much harder at rent reviews, whereby more sophisticated
clients willwish to develop strong relationships and work harder at keeping tenants..."

u.,.some 
clients are frustrated with he process of providing information (less sophisticated) .,.. "what do

you need all this information for?", we are telling you aren't we, why do you need to see it?"

Developer "...it tends to be that a developer will try and paint the rosiest possible picture, and will allude to lots of
interest, for examples in leftings and possibly, quite possibly there is interest, but they will certainly lead
you to believe that the whole picture is much rosier than it may actually be..."

"...if ftere were any factors affecting value, any downside at all, they (developers) would try and hide it
from you .., there may be a lease for example that has been entered into and there may be
inducements that they don't tell you about and that's always a favourite."

"...you know if you're dealing with an institutional manager, they're less likely to be as aggressive in the
way they approach the valuation process than if it was a developer...".

"... a developer is more likely to use someone who they know will come up with a more optimistic view
on the property than someone who is not.,."

"A classic example would be a development where the developer just had very unrealistic expectations
of the market rent ... he said come and meet me on site and have a look at the views and that sort of
thing, and so we met him on site and talked through it and conceded that maybe we were a bit light on
the top floor but the other floors we were quite comfortable with, and he said well based on that, I'm
going to go broke and we said that's the reality ,.., you're unrealislic about it and as a result we haven't
got any more work from him."

"oh I couldn't really agree with Developer Y on price so it was pretty hard, but he accepted it at the end
of the day."

"...we tend to charge them more (developers), we look to charge developers higher fees than what we
charge out institutional clients for several reasons, higher risks on projecls, they are generally harder
clients to work for and you might get the odd one that doesn't pay. So when a developer says to rJs, 'we
can get this done a lot cheaper somewhere else', we say fine we are happv with that. We'll do the iob,
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but only on that fee, we are very firm on fees for developers."

"particularly developers ... where you have the most discussions ... on the value, they are trying to get
the b9s! price they can and they want premiums on everything .., we try and get value parameters
established very early on before we do the fulljob,"

Institutions ,|fyouaredea|ingwithaninstitutiona|managei,ttre

approach the valuation process than if it was a developer who.... lt is their property.."

u .,, as a generalisation the major property companies and trusts and the listed sector are ethical."

".., institutional reporting for asset purposes now, we have tailored our reports to basically cater for
almost everyone in the category."

"They like to sort of have their say (institutions), which they do on occasions; it has an effect on the
value where we have changed our view, having regard to some of their points of view, so it's fair to say
it has occuned."

Banks ".',you'vegotsomevaluersthatdoa|otofworkforbanksandarek@
they will always be below the purchase price on a house ..,. No matter how good the acquisition .... "

'". sorry that's it lam doing itfor a bank and lcould not let the bank have a valuation more than the
purchase price"

"the most ethical category would be banks .., they don,t try to put pressure"

" . ' '. yoy can well come up with a different valuation figure ,,. than if you're a big banking client comes in
and asks you for a very conservative, realistic figure, for say the fire sale of thaproperty".

',.. if someone walks in the door and says I need a valuation, I've got to sell the property and I want
you to make il the highest you possible can ... you can well come up with a different valuation figure
than if '.. a big banking client comes in and asks for a very conservative, realistic figure for say thdfire
sale of this property".

"...well b_ankers really want you to be as pessimistic as hell .... So there can always be downward
pressure"

Dishessed client ,...othertypesofc|ientsmightbepropertyownerswtro

valuations on their properties increased so that they can raise more equity. .,. ttrey mignlnotie
developers as such, they might just be staving off the approaches of the 

'nanks 
and ii is p'ossible for

valuers,_obviously to get caught by that. That's your worst kind of client, the ones that are about to go
under...",

Ethical
clienUunethical

....|supposefa|lingintothemostethica|categorywo

generally very shaightforu?ld..t: and they don't try and put pressure, I think they are more likely just to
switch clients if they don't think they're getting the service they want, sorry switch valuers.."

"l think as a generalisation the major property companies and trusts and the listed sector and so on are
ethical."

Client
remuneration
method

"... 
.because these guys get paid based on hot

that and save some for next year, given that they know they can have a bithore growth next year ... to
help out bonuses type of thing and that's a common theme that comes through" (viluer 4)

"."fiot a client's point of view, from what I have seen a lot of them get paid based on how a portfolio
performs, .., and so to a degree they willbe influencing a figure, yes influencing a valuation inowing
that they are going to get paid, Their bonus is going to depend on the figure that is put down."

Size of client "...Well size comes back to, I suppose how o
on a more regular basis you're more likely to be more open to what they have suqgested because vou
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have a bit more trust ... they are more likely to influence you more than a one-off client. .. "

Buyer/seller "But the sort of issues I am talking about come when you are in the adversarial type, or if there is an
issue relating to buying and selling, if someone wants to sell it as an individual they probably want to
present it in the best possible light in value terms"

"... if someone walks in the door and says I need a valuation, I've got to sell the property and I want you

to make it the highest you possible can .,. you can well come up with a different valuation figure than if
... a big banking client comes in and asks for a very conservative, realistic figure for say the fire sale of
this propertf.

" ... if you're working for a purchaser, they would want to know what the boftom ranges are, so they can
go into bat

Landlord/tenant "if you are acting for the lessee you will advocate the lower end of tre range because you would say,
why would a tenant want to go out into the market and pay more than this group of people are paying in
that range...... The lessor's valuer on the other hand is saying, look there is a group of people up here
who are paying a lot of money for their premises now".

Culture/nationality "..,they (Aushalians and Americans) are looking at it slightly different to the Asian market and this might
affect the range of values because hey are looking at a property slightly differently"

"We would certainly for that type of client (Asian) put in more detailed depreciating replacement value
approach and a replacement cost estimate..."

"...but certainly instructions that come out of the East from Hong Kong, Singapore, where there's Asian
owners, yes you might find that those clients tend lo be very tough on the fees as well as on the
expectation. ... it's more the fee han the value as such, yes it has got to be the very cheapest and
you've still got to meet all the deadlines and then they want you to do extra work, then they don't want
to pay you any more .,,, So yes I suppose that influences you when the phone rings and the client
appears in ftont of you, or phones you from overseas. Yes, you've got this stereotype, this picture in

your brain."

Personality "lt comes back to .. personality or you put it under the guise of the individual instructing you and what
respect you have for them."

Conceptualising the lnfluence of Clients on Valuations

Appendix 683 lllustrative sample of responses to individual factors relating to the purpose of
the valuation

PURPOSE OF

THE VALUATION
ILLUSTRATIVE VALUER COMMENT

Lending purposes "Well for example if ... you're not made aware that it (the valuation) is going to be used for mortgage
finance purposes, the client perhaps lies to you, he says, no I'm going to sell the property, I want you to
wind this up and then you find the bank comes to you and says we have got a valuation from so and so,

it's got your name on can you readdress it to us ... so you've got to be very .... if your not adhering to
this value for all purposes scenario."

"... $e other situation where we, you often get upward pressure is where obviously it's for mortgage
finance and these guys need as much money as they can and they want to push it right to the absolute
limit and that way their mortgage advance is hat much higher...'

"For valuations like mortgage .... They are just sent straight out and usually there is no discussion, we
do the job and it goes out."

Asset valuations
. .,. major asset valuations have become like rent reviews now whereby you come up with a figure and

then you sit down and discuss it."

" .... Portfolios are really the only situation when we're asked to bring them say, down..."
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".... they want to report every year that they've had nice growth every year into the future, ttrey want
their portfolio to keep going, they don't want to have to put in their annual report, oh we've had an
unrealised valuation loss,.."

"For certain purpose we prepare drafi reports quite regularly. In particular where reports are done for
asset purposes we will normally prepare a draft report and then fire a copy down to the property asset
manager....'

Leasing/rent
reviews purposes

"lt(c|ientadvocacy)happensspecifica||ywithrenta|issues,thegeneral@
are there to somehow run their point of view'

];.. You'd say the same would be .,, or a leasing point of view if a rent review is coming up, you know
there's a range of rentals you can adopt here, this is what we would strike it at .... lf you-are dealing
with the lessor they would want to be, they'll want you to highlight the upper range,"

'.,. a few clients that have purposely withheld information because they know it's going to have a
negative impact on that value, particularly in rent review cases."

Sale/purchase
purposes

.....ifyo.u'reworkingforapurchaser,theywou|dwanttoknowwh@
go into bat and take off .... You would say lrell here's a range of values my valuition would beihis",
but clearly you can go down to these levels",

Matrimonial
purposes

"Matrimonials, if the value is there, one mig
the market might say something else"

General ',|a|waysbe|ievethatthepurposeoftheva|uationisvery
can have different values for different purposes".

"...if you were told it (the valuation) was going to be used for litigation you would be a hell of a lot more
exacting in the way you did it than if you were told to give an indication to you know a family trust to do
an in-house transaction..."

u,..'., 
so when some clients want to use the valuation report to negotiate, they don't like a range for that

purpose '.. 'cos immediately the other side will shaight away go for the upper level, or the lower level
of the range depending on what side they are on ., .."

Appendix 684 lllustrative sample of responses to individual factors relating to the
valuation process

THE VALUATION
PROCESS

ILLUSTRATIVE VALUER EXAM PLES

Draft report .',.itmay.bemovedupora|ternativelyitmaynotbemo

go through the valuation in great detail and then to find those points this particular person tniifs tnat
enough direction has not been given in favour of a particular viewpoint.,,."

'.-. many clients might ask for a drafi to just to give them that opportunity. That's ... quite a common
ploy and I think valuers know that when they're asked to produce a draft, that's just what it means, it
means that you've got to produce your report but leave it in draft form which gives the client a chance to
read it and I suppose to pick holes with it and yes if necessary try and influence it.,."

'Sometimes ... for genuine reasons. ...,. they'll bring to your attention factors that perhaps you haven't
placed full weight on" (draft valuation)

",'. I am quite relaxed if the client says you do your valuation and come up with your ligures and send
th.em in fo me' Very few clients would want you to finalise the reports though and finalisi all the figures
without having a look at them. At the very least they would want a schedule of all the actual fiiures
before you then go to finalise the report."

'". if you're offering a report to a client who you know and you've dealt with before, you're quite happv
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I to give th-em a pretty raw draft that covers

I 
discuss,.if we come up with the final value, compared to a new client where you wouldn't want to go
through the process cause you know the way they may interpret or misinterpret that."

".,.if You... offer them (a new client) a raw report that suggests you are vague in your thinking, they may
misinterpret it as being a way of manipulating or a lack of confidence in youi work, wheieas it's an
opportunity to discuss the value some more, before your conclusion.."

".'. most of the work we get involved wih... we have given a draft, but most of the valuations we end up
getting, .. are of a nature that need to be discussed before the final valuation is produced, that you'd
want to have discussions wih a client..."

"'.'l think that you are better off submifting a draft report which includes a value, so you have concluded
a value at this stage of the draft, you have got a document you can explore any attributes that you may
have missed or you've over emphasised or whatever and giving the client the opportunity to irigntight
anything like that and then you know, you can revise it or think about it and then offer your opinion-." 

-

"l suppose the things that will come out (of the draft reprt) is the physical, or the conectness of
descriptions to make sure that you maf have missed something, or the physical conectness of a
property, the expectation side of the report as far as the future comment, and I suppose that the last
one that you'll have in there is the weighting you have applied to the various methodologies, yor.t've
come up with say three or however many figures you have come up with and where your figure-finally
lies within that range..."

.',jn qany respects major asset valuation have become like rent reviews now whereby you come up
with a figure and then you sit down and discuss it.."

".. but the only fting that is typical is probably say from my work that goes out, maybe fifty percent of
the job will get changed before they go out not through errors or such but more through-just having
differences of opinion, you know and sitting down and debating the issues, and it also nelps because
you sit down and debate issues with the client.."

"... so for that purpose (negotiation) we would probably provide a drafi report to the client first and it
may well be changed ... before it is actually handed over for negotiation, to change those sort of things
that are counterproductive to the valuation process.,"

"For certain purposes we prepare draft reports quite regularly. In particular where reports are done for
asset purposes we would normally prepare a drafi report and then fire a copy down to the property
asset manager, just so they can have a final check of it to make sure here is nothing glaring, so if you
like, a bit of an extemal check on it before it actually goes out as final. So that is done quite reguli1y
because. it is far easier to pick something up at that point, frran if after you have actually signeO off and
the numbers have gone into the annual report, you know it is a bit late then. .....tn s-ome institutions
hey have in-house valuers, they always like to see the numbers first. They like to sort of have their say,
which they do on occasions, and on occasions its had an affect on the value where we have changed
our view, having regard to some of treir points of view, so its fair to say that has occurred,"

lndependent party "|tmakesita|oteasierfortheva|uerandthereporting,becausethereis@
if you like other than the actual owner having an influence on the valuer ..."

Valuer rotation "'....|thinkthere,sarequirementnottohavethevaluationsoonemo@
for a property by the same valuer."

"... lt's a control mechanism for valuers generally because they know that someone else is going to
follow them when they're doing the valuation. Next year it will be somebody else, you tnow iit litie a
peer review type thing,"

n ...now frms are in a situation where they're getting a panel and they're rotating the valuers, you get
three cracks at it sort of thing, for three years in a row and then you know, then you become the peer
reviewist type situation."

Conceptualising the lnfluence of Ctients on Valuations
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:.,...itjustmakestheendfigurethatmuchmorereliab|eorit'sgot,'''..'@
integrity I guess and different valuers will come up with different answers, just keep things ticking over
so that one valuer's not every year saying well last year I put this on it so this year l'll put this on it."

'if I was going to be a portfolio manager .. I would change my valuers on a regular basis just having
gone through the process and knowing what happens."

"As we move into the next decade it will becoming even more so in the rotational valuation process..'

"l think just the plain rotational basis is quite adequate in most circumstances because you are getting
the checks every two to three years, normally most rotations where I work, I only value a property tor
two years and then we are off for one or two years and then we are on again, it is a good check
process."

"it means that you are getting a fresh view which is always healthy, secondly, if there happens to be a
mistake it is not compounded , it's picked up .., everybody is human and there could be a mistake
there, so if you get another frm that may pick it up ... .."

Peer review "... there is a lot of influence that comes ftom that
adopting now are peer review processes somebody else looks at these valuaiions but they are under
the same pressures I can't see fiat it makes a dam bit of difference."

"'.. and you know it's something that if there is a lot of pressure being put on to increase the value then
it's something that would be discussed around the office..."

'...,you go through the process and then you get to the end you look at your answer and say is that a
reasonable answer for the property, it's very difficult to stop and say "yes it is" or "no it isn't" after you've
gone through that work unless you have that break or you get someone else to review it, when I say
someone else to review it, um someone else quite distinct from the process and like in this firm you
have second reviews, second partner reviews,.."

".'. Usually the second review is, they're not going to revalue tre property shall we say, they're not
going to say "that you've come up with this value, you should be here" they're just goin! to give you
thoughts to relook at your value."

? pger review, yeh. And I think that's an excellent system now. We were sort of a bit sceptical about
it at first just thinking well these guys, their sole objective is to find mistakes in our valuations but as it's
turned out it hasn't worked like that and it's acfually been quite a constructive process because you
know the clients are getting the benefit of three minds and also the valuers are leaming at the sjme
time so I mean, in terms of the end value, he clients are generally a lot happier if the Srree valuers can
reach a consensus or the panel ofvaluers can reach a consensus. They're less likely to come back at

Lq |nd say well don't you think you should you know, alter this or alter that to come up with the figure
that they want,'

".'l think they're just trying to get a bit more credibility about their, about their values that they,re
presenling to the market (by using a peer review process)."

"that's the thing with the peer review prooess, you know what you're working towards which I guess in
some ways perhaps makes it a little, which flaws it to a degree I mean it's not truly independent but
then again they don't want, the client doesn't want to pay to have the valuation done three times so I
guess it's a cost issue as well.'

' ."in many respects the client doesn't get one person's valuation, they actually get the firm's valuation
)ecause you've got to sit down and discuss it with the rest of the valuers why you've done this and how
1ou've interpreted the information and that sort of thing so I mean we peer review before the job goes
lut.'

.'.. all the issues that you think that are relevant and your peer reviewer thinks are relevant are
rought out into the open and discussed and debated before it even leaves the office. lt oets verv
ureaucratic at times but it's quite, when you're meeting pretty difficult deadlines it's a difficuli procesi 

I

o go through but you know I think it's worthwhile.o ' 
I

Conceptualising the lnfluence of Clients on Valuations
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Appendix 685 lllustrative sample of responses to individual factors relating to valuer traits

Reporting

standards
"Obviously for financial reporting purposes under SSAP17 that sort of thing, you've got to put a figwe
on, In that situation you've got to come up with a figure but you know we will put in a range without
specifying and say it's got to lie somewhere in here but we can't be certain as to where it's going to lie,"

'financial reporting can't put a range under SSAP17, you have to give them a figure less disposal costs"

Quality conhol 'lve had clients who say I like all this papenvork and, formalising the whole thing and they know exactly
what they're going to get and when and quite often how much it's going to cost them, but they also
recognise that it's you know it's not just one person's opinion, it's, in this situation you're representing
the company.'

" ... having this lSO9002 obligation it just means that the client generally is going to get a report hat's
mistake free because you've also got to get someone else to read it for grammar and spelling and that
sort of thing and they're also going to get a figure that you know is, well, you know, enor free and the
only difference then is interpretation of how the firm's really interpreted the market data in terms of the
figure and I think quite possibly the valuation as a whole benefit ftom you know, like an internal peer
review process."

Client instructions Also see client requirements under client influence

"...Valuer Y may be operating in a totally different way he may be there just to do valuations in terms of
his clients requirements and therefore you get different answers, well I suspect that you would get
different answers anyway but you would get different focus from his tasks on what he is doing so wh-en
you talk client relationships you may be looking for a more simple version as to how I would relate to a
client instructions, we have a process we deal with the process that comes through, it doesn't happen
with me every process is different. Well not every, but a large proportion of it are different and every
time that I think of one process for that client will be different There may be some underlying structural
elements that I haven't identified which apply to all clients such as how I will relate to them, how I will
respond to them and so forth but I actually respond on the conditions at the time. I can't do it any other
way."

VALUER TRAITS ILLUSTRATIVE VALUER COMMENTS
Integrity | "., my agenda is only to satisfr two issues, one the client in terms of his agenda, but the second onE is

I my responsibilities as I perceive them to be in terms of ethical requirements.'

"fVhat I consider advocacy is when you extend beyond and you start to argue the clients point of view
rather than the value that relates to the client's point of view,."

"...client's will go to specifc valuers because they are aware that that happens ,... lt is well known in
the market that is what takes place ... you just slant the value a bit in that direction,"

"....l believe valuers lose their perception over time, if they do this because they are too busy to try and
satisfy and not busy enough trying to get where the market is, They then start to stray and they stray in
both directions off the line because hey don't know where it is any more.."

"...valuers do quite shange things in their relationships with clients out of all proportion to ways that
they expose themselves professionally..."

'...if a valuer goes to work for a firm, how shall lsay, a relatively dodgy reputation .,., There is a
reasonable likelihood that that person will end up adopting that procedure..."

"As a valuer gets older, the valuer normally becomes more entrenched in views and is more susceptible
to being put on the wrong track."

"... you're going to be influenced by the prospect of getting a fee, .,. if it's not coming to the figure
you're not going to get a fee so you're then going to try and scratch your head, human nature obviouslv
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is going to make you want to keep reviewing it to see if you can't get to that figure and you, there's
obviously going to be a temptation to go beyond where you would normally go, s0...."

"l suppose at the end of the day you may be faced with a situation when a client is just damned
adamant about it, And that there is a difference of opinion and it's a question of how far you can move
and still remain comfortable..... at the end of the day you, everybody's got their limit and you just go as
far as you can."

"Different valuers have different limits so yes, some will go further than others in terms of, in terms of
how high they'd go, yes because let's face it that tends to be where the pressure is being put to, to
increase the values."

'.... their (the valuers) own standard of ethic.s, their preparedness to bend rules I suppose. Just to sign
off on something fiat may be in their heart they don't believe and I suppose would be an issue. The
integrity I suppose, the integrity, the integd$ of the person. Yes, I mean there's, there's all types out
there,"

" ,,, that's the dilemma of a valuer and that your dealing with one opinion of the market, not say the
average of the market he's definitely to one side of the average, at the end of the day you know it's
going to come to a point where l'll say "well that's my answe/ and I suppose that's all you can do, you
say \vell you know this is my answer" and he'lleither accept it or not."

"...he can't be valuing a property actording to the standards and he's out there and l, you know if
there's one there's got to be two. Now I'd say that you know in the scheme of things there's only be a
couple percent of valuers who are like that but you know, there are people who are out there who do
that."

"...., if you make the conscious decision that you're gonna chase the client by chasing their value for
clients, clearly you've stepped outside what a valuation is, it's not your opinion, it's someone else's
opinion and you know I'd say by definition your not doing a valuation anymore, "

' ,... we have to turn round and say we're not going that high or not going that low for whatever reason
and we lose work because of it but at the end of the day we've got to maintain our integrity and so in
those situations you do get put under a lot of pressure,"

"He obviously went somewhere else and has got the number that he probably wanted to take to the
bank and that's the end of the matter, but you know as far as we were concerned we were as high as
we were prepared to go. ...... But I mean you've just got to maintain your integrity and just say well
you can only go so far before you start prejudicing yourself,"

' .. , . there are certain valuers that are just renowned for just putting basically the figures on that people
want ... I would say it would happen more in the medium to smaller firms that are dealing with the less
sophisticated clients, ,... the smaller client has a figure in his mind and says this is what lwant and he
will go to any lengths to get that figure."

'B_ut if you're sort of within that margin then you do tend to work towards the figure, yeh it does
influence you,"

'The guys that generally are prepared to go out, sort of put the figure on for the client are the guys that
really just want to make quick money."

'No one likes to lose income but at some point you can't start prejudicing yourself, you know so you've
really got to say I'm not going to do it but you always bear in the back of your mind that it's income, it's
money in the back of your, in your back pocket so to a degree pleasing the client, pleasing the client is
number one, is your number one aim, we're in that service indusfy but you can only takl it so far to
please them in terms of, before you start compromising yourself."

"Sometimes ... for good will reasons l'll say, 'bok I know you are going to have to go and get someone
else to do the job, they might have a slightly different perspective than me, I am happy to cill it quits.'
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"Therecou|dbeanotherva|uerthatcou|dwe||seemorein|inewiththe@
the past, that's fine..."

"to be a valuer of any standing that wants to get repeat work, they've got to have credibility, then you
observe the normal commercial rules of conftdentiality and impartiality and ensuring you don't reach or
have conflicts of interest and that sort of mess, thats very important."

Perception of the
valuer's role

"l would say well I am sony but you befter go somewhere else because I am not an aOvocate t -arn -an

advocate for a position I am not an advocate for you."

" What I consider advocacy is when you extend beyond and you start to argue the client's point of view
rather than the value that relates to the client's point of view.

"There is however one very slrong catch which usually gets advocacy valuers out if I can say that, it is
that you walk into a danger line there so if you move the value from that point to that poini, I believe
valuers lose their perception over time if they do this because Srey are too busy to try and satisfy and
not busy enough trying to get where the market is. They then start to shay and they stray in both
directions off the line because hey don't know where it is any more.

"... I think that they (client advocates)cover the whole range, but I frink the ones that are most obvious
are in the residential sector because they tend to get found out more."

'lt happens in rental consultancy quite a lot, you can have landlord's valuers and tenant's valuers and
you get some valuers who specialise on the tenant's side and some who tend to specialise on the
landlord's side, I agree with trat sort of advocacy because lt's a process that seems to work and you
end up with in the end a middle of he line figure anyway so I can, I believe that advocating for a client
is possible in that arena, But not when it comes to the market value for a statutory purpoie, but yes I

suppose there is a perception that you get a higher value ftom some valuers."

The amount and

type of
experience

".....we11 if they have always dealt for the vendors or you know one sector of the ma*etjf ttrey nave
always dealt for lessors in rental determinations, they have always heard one side of the argument, as
much as they can probably say they can be balanced, um, if you've had experience on both sides of
the fence your appreciation of what is the market value I'd say would be better and there are valuers
who have camped themselves on either side."

" ... In a rental arbitration, you just know that's their work and this person is a lessor's valuer. you
know these people, you know if you get a report ftom this company it will be high in the range."

".., valuers have reputations for different specialities. Some might be acting for a tenant in a rent
review, they're very good at tenant advocacy, arguing on the tenant side, they've had good experience
with hat, they've built up a practice where they do that a lot ....."

"... you get some valuers in town that continuously act for tenants and some continuously act for
landlords, I mean we are more in the landlord camp ..."

" and the market does secure your practice somewhat based on you know how you have built and how
you have got a known reputation and a name, you've got some valuers that do a lot of work for banks
and are known to be quite conservative and they'll always be below the purchase price on a house
consistently, no matter how good the aquisition, and is cunently worth more than what you paid for it,
'sorry that's it I am doing it for a bank and I could not let my bank have a valuation more than what the
purchase price is".

" ,.... basically no valuer should be taking an instruction which he is not qualified to get involved in, ..,,
there was a Christchurch guy who basically all his life had been valuing residential he accepted a
valuation for a commercial property and he stuffed it up, He was the first to admit it. He was also an
older valuer as it happens."

"l suppose the greater the experience the less chance they are of getting themselves into hot water."

"as a generalisation you might find that the younger valuers who are perhaps closer to the text books
may be less flexible than an older more experienced valuer who, who may have learned to, if you move
two or three percent the world won't come crashing down around your ears ..."

"... valuers have reputations for different specialities. Some might be acting for a tenant in a rent
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review, they're very good at tenant advocacy, arguin
with that, they've built up a practice where they do that a lot .., ,."

" As a valuer gets older, the valuer norrnaily becomes mo
susceptible to being put on the wrong track. .

"Yes, I think that age can have an impact on the approach taken, and also the view they may come to".

'oh in some of t[e older valuers:re more set in their ways, what they think about

"There was a Christchurch guy who basically all his life had been valuing residential he accepted a
valuation for a commercial propefi and he stuffed it up. He was the first io admit it. He was also an
older valuer as it happens."

'l think age and experience will certainly influence the valuer. I suppose the greater the experience the
less chance they are of getting themselves into hot water."

'l think the younger valuers are going to lind it more difficult to cope with, with clients because of their
inexperience and that may result in different valuation figures. .... as a generalisation you might find
that the younger valuers who are perhaps closer lo the iext books may 5e bss flexible than a-n older
more experienced valuer who, who may have leamed to, if you move two or three percent the world
won't come crashing down around your ears or the sky won't fall on top of you but, whereas the
younger valuer might, have a different view so, I mean that's a bit of a geneialisation but it, it, I suppose
it can go the other way where you could have a younger valuer who because of his inexperieirbe is
influenced far too much by the client and comes ui with something that you know is, can't be justified
so I think it could go either way, so I can see that, that age cou-ld come into it but because of the
experience not necessarily because of the age, because of the length of time that the person's been
practising."

. ..' got to prove yourself to them once that situation and age is no banier, once you've provided you
know quality work for them and they know that you, you know that what you?e ialking bOout in inat
situation then work will start coming back, directly baci to me or they'll come back to mL with queries,
but initially it's, you've really got to prove yourself with them, yeh."

I think the older guys have been round the traps for so long that they can, reading reports fom the
older guys will be more of a, almost like a conversation the report whereas the young-er guys tend to go
through the.steps more rigorously and to the book to a certain extent but ab6 nariing-sdid that yoJ'll
see,lhere will always be that balance between the, the older guys generally can't do a-discounted tash
flow."

"Yeh, I mean I guess off the record the younger people are prepared to work that much harder and
strive to do a b_etter job whereas the older guys I think now are tending, some of them now are getting
well over their fifties and getting towards retirement and you know jusisort of want to get the *jrr ouj
and that sort of thing."

" .." although my report would probably be five to ten pages longer than my boss's report for example,
but from behind the scenes you know just what goes into it, you put that much more time into getiini
better evidence and that sort of thing, it's, yor,,r talk with tne youngbr guys around the place ano it's tnE
same, the same situation, you sort of, I guess it's because youte trying to establish yourself and also
you need to do the extra work because you don't understand the mirket quite as weli. They've had a
bit more experience."

' ... the older valuers are quite often perceived to be more conservative, not quite as in touch with the
market we'd like to think but that could be perceived as being a trait, the guys that have been around
for a while and don't want to rock the boat too much, never reatty oig propeiiy you know."

" .-'.. the older guys what lwas saying before they quite often don't take the time to get the best
evidence or really satisfy themselves that they've really dug as deep as they can dig. Thjy,d all deny
that evidently but it goes on, when you sit down witn tnoie guys in a renial negoiiation ind tney're
using.evidence so way out of date that you know they haven-'t done the job, you know they haven't
even looked at the evidence so."

Conceptualising the lnfluence of Ctients on Valuations
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property; they are very sceptical about forecasting, many of them."

Optimistic vs
pessimistic

"........ we had a reputation for being conservative, Now that makes no sense at all we are not
conservative, if anything there are many occasions when we have probably overvalued in the market,
but that is the reputation we have got, we have been told that many times we wanted to go to a

conservative valuer because we really want to know where the bottom line is."

",..there is a range of values you can determine at any time for a property, it's the position within that
range that you come up wifrt your value, whelher you are optimistic or pessimistic, .... if people are
optimistic at this time um you would say you'd be going to the upper side of the values because the
vendor will, the seller would be more bullish."

?t the end of the day, it's more likely to be individually based, cause I know ah, you know pick a firm
and then you look at the valuers within that firm and you know that they are going to be ah more
optimistic or more pessimistic or more conservative I suppose you'd say, more conservative or more
ah, liberal in the way they will adopt or apply or determine a valuation. So its you know a personal, it's
going to come down to an individualstance, an individual."

You know, rightly or wrongly you know there are people out there that you say, "here's going to be an
optimistic valuer or a lessor's value/.

" .... a developer is more likely to use someone who they know who will come up with a more optimistic
view on the property than someone who is not."

" ... there are you know people out there you can say, you know they are a lessee's valuer." In a rental
arbitration, you just know hat's their work and this person is a lessor's valuer. You know these people,
you know if you get a report from this mmpany it will be high in the range."

" ... certain valuers will value high, and people, depending on what they want, will go to a, that valuer
knowing full well that they're going to get a full valuation out of it."

n ... we're categorised as being conservative and we don't know why. We quite ofien sit down and take
a look at it and say why is this and we can't seem to work out why."

"The second issue is there are ... more optimistic and pessimistic valuers around, I think there are, to
be quite frank, I think there are. I think everybody genuinely tries to do a straight up job."

" .. , you've got some valuen hat do a lot of work for banks and are known to be quite conservative and
they'll always be below the purchase price on a house consistently, no mafter how good the acquisition,
and is cunently worth more han what you paid for it, 'sorry that's it I am doing it for a bank and I could
not let my bank have a valuation more than what he purchase price is".

"They are meeting someone's needs, they're meeting the bankers needs and they're happy with that
and that's how they call it and they see it, and then you have got other valuers which you know might
have a reputation for being a bit more oplimistic."

Valuer
remuneration
method

"l hink scale fees had a lot of disadvantages, but one of the advantages that they did have it didn't" put
you under pressure in trying to perform to clients expectations unreasonably just to take money home
to their family."

lou can see the difference between someone who works on a salary for a major company as opposed
to a valuer who's perhaps working ftom home and all of the quoted fee is going in his pocket or he may
be wo*ing for a smaller firm and taking 60% or 55% or whatever they get of the fee in his own pocket,

so there's I suppose there's pressure there to take instructions and certainly to be influenced by the
size of the job and the size of the fee and ultimately, again if we were going back to the developers
scenario, I suppose ultimately the level of value that can be placed on the property, it's all influencing
the valuer. I suppose to explain it further, it's, if | turn down a $25,000 instruction okay, it doesn't mean
a lot in my pocket, it probably means something to other people in the office as well but it's, you can
see there's a difference there between that and someone whose commission driven and who's taking,
basically a percentage of the fee as their income. I'm not too sure just how many firms operate like that
around town and you know how much are, how many are sort of basic salary based, I think there's
more a tendency now certainly with the major firms for the valuers to be salary based and then a bonus
on top, which I think is a good thing, yes, I think that's the way it probably should be, so that's,,,."
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"l suppose potentially there could be
course we're in a different year now but I can remember back in the 80'i being asked to undertake
valuations on a performance basis. ln other words if the value isn't achieved then we don't need the
valuation and you don't get your fee.'

"... you're going to be influenced by the prospect of getting a fee, you're not getting a fee when you're
doing your valuation so, so you do the valuation on various properties and you idd it up, if iis not
coming to the figure you're not going to get a fee so you're then going to try and scratch'your head,
human nature obviously is.going to make you want to keep reviewing it to sie if you can'tiet to thai
ligure and you, there's obviously going to be a temptation tb go Ueyoio where you would noimally go,
so..,.n

" .'.' you will get individuals who, even if they're on straight commission basis will be very .... ethical .,.
you know, wouldn't change their view point regardless of whether they are commissioned or whether

lhey 99 salary driven, and then or course you get the other extreme, but um, so it will be individual
based but it also would depend on the ethic of the company they work for um, because tnere maybe
companies out there that, you. know don't give a monkey's how you generate your fees, you just
generate your fees because we're out to make money,

" .,..perhaps_ the salary commission situation, All the big firms' staff are salaried, we're all salaried, ..,.
but I guess for a commission based valuer you'd be more prepared to maybe to go the extra step hat
someone else wouldn't be prepared to go to just because, i mean I get paid no matter what. lf I tumed
w91k qwaV then I still get the same amo.unJ.of money every week wliereas if you're on commisslon you
might be saying I haven't done that much this month weil pbrhaps I'd better do this,"

'Personalities are amazing
when. we talk about a process the problem iJ not only the value or the value issue the problem is the
people sunounding the value issue and quite often they are the dominant factor."

Size of firm "basically a valuer in a smaller 6u
drops off he has no income and the work doesn't flow through t'he door he has no income now I tfrink
that is an undue influence in the way in which valuers relate to their clients."

'l think if you go outside the multidisciplinary company to the smaller firms of valuers, I think ir is atl
down to individuals rather than the company. I mean they might be a team approach that they will
share data and secretaries and so on and help each other with ialuations but l, i don't think you let a
sort of a corporate valuation figure,,

'The guys that generally are prepared to go out, sort of put the figure on for the client are the guys that
really just want to make quick money and they're in, there's-one pretty big firm where itrr.', ,
recognised valuer, I wouldn't say that lhey?e reputable in valuation'terms a-nd there,s guys in frJ
smaller firms that I've heard particularly in residential."

Multidisciplinary '..... if there is a lot oi
discussed around the office, they may discuss it with the agency sources ourown agency transaction
sources and so on. At the end of the day you, everybody's got their limit and you jusl go is far as you
can.o

'l think if you go outside the multidisciplinary company to the smaller firms of valuers, I think it is all
down to individuals rather than the company. I mean they might be a team approach that they will
share data and secretaries and so-on and help each other with ialuations but l, i don't tninf you ieiasort of a corporate valuation figure."
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Appendix 687 lllustrative sample of responses to individuat factors relating to valuation
issues

n'..,we're|uckybecausewehavetheagencyguysandtoan

market so that's always a big benefit..... For one thing it's a non valuers perspective on, on the market
and, which is great, I mean getting transaction information before it hits the market, even knowing a
property. that they've got listed, how many people they've had interested you know, they'll talk you
through it.'

Team
environment

"it'sanindividua|thing.The|argefrmwherethisguy'soperi
he's not part of a team he just works by himself and he just collects his commission on his work..."

Integrity

Monitoring/trainin

I

"ifavaluergoesandworksforafirmwith,howsha|||say,a
that phrase, that is not the best reputation in the world. There is a reasonable likelihood that that
person willactually end up adopting that procedure."

" .... there maybe companies out there that, you know don't give a monkey's how you generate your
fees, you just generate your fees because we're out to make money."

"....1 know some of my contemporaries went through and their, the way they were monitored were not
as rigid and they just used to fly along, shall we say, so I knew that working through Company A ... we
tended to be ... grilled a bit more in what we were doing and were required to juitify the'woik that we
were producing on a daily basis .... They were senior members of the institute doing work that was
court work ... where as some of the other practices you just wouldn't have got exposurato it".

"ln our firm you've got to have that check list done but you know, for various jobs ... the robustness of it
is nol as rigid, you know not as followed as rigidly as the theory says you should, but at the end of the
day fom a practice point of view, those points are covered."

VALUATION

lssuEs
ILLUSTRAT]VE VALUER COMMENTS

Methodology
|"....if|wasacting-for..CompanyAorCompanyB(ins
I analyse quite significanfly the market data, the sales evidence and whatever it is DCFIs whatever and I

I would say well that's fine that's a past event but the predicatlons 0rat these people must have made to

I sustain that sort of level of potential.... I look well beyond the data that I read.'

| "..... Courts have never really accepted DCF methodology they just proceed by a process of analogy.

I lt's a matter of proving, they'll simply write down, take all the comparatives, make adjustrnents and

I 
Rrove a figure, which might not be right but it's been proved by the court,"

I

| " ... because they?e basing it on evidence and they're always looking backwards so if you want the real
up.to fie minute, what is happening right now you go and ask an agent who'll tell you what's happening
right now, today and you know you can get, which is what we try to bring to bear in our valuations aii
the same you get the evidence but you've got to talk to the agents too and try and build that into your
view really,'

'.,,, as far as the methodology, .., there were two approaches we've both used, we used the trkd
approach which they didn't use and that indicated a different value, now ... when we discussed it with
the client, that third methodology was discussed but they ., had no opinion on it until we had done the
work, but the third valuer.actually indicated a higher value than that could be paid for it and justifiably
paid for it and it indicated a different way of looking at the property, so you know .., are we treading
down the wrong path here, hat as far as you're talking about more methodology that."

" ... the Asians were buying as a relationship between cunent yield and cost and DCF was not such a
relevant methodology. As a valuer you were interpreting that there are more purchasers than sellers in
the market that are focusing on that dhection and you would go that way."

"...,.if you use more than one methodology in coming up with a value you are giving them a range, like
a DCF approach, like discounted cash flow where you're using a range of discount rates, ... and if you
do a cost approach, usually that's point value, you usually come up with a range of values under a cost
approach, but you're gonna come up with a range within the methodologies and then the three figures if
vou've come up with three figures, are likely to be different and I always am suspicious of valuation
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reports that come up with very similar answers under those approaches ..J
"emphasis we place on different methodologies ..." will depend on the type of client

"',. lhey (Aushalians and Americans) are looking at it slightly differently to the Asian market and this
might affect the range of values because they are looking at the property slightly differenly"

"We would certainly for that type of client (Asian client) we would atways put in more detailed
depreciating replacement value approach and a replacement cost estimate ...-as opposed to, if you are
doing a valuation for an institution, ,. you just emphasise the discounted cash flow and secondary
approach you should do a direct capitalisation approach on a couple of bases . . , ,. , ."

'.". we just recently picked up a portfolio, because the incumbent valuer wasn't doing DCF's and wasn't
probably capable of doing DCF's, in a market-related manner, so that particular firm because they are
looking at that property in a more narrow sense, conceivable could forma different opinion of valuej

I Standards/thorou

I ghness
| "..... there are valuers who search

I There are others who would be very thorough in their research to come up with an answei There are

I valuers, you_know that use one methodology to come up with an answer and come up with an answer
and be satisfied with that,.."

" ... there are two effects (relying on shoddy information from clients), .... lf I go in and we have fixed a
fee to value, we always fix it on the basis that this information is going to be available .., .. , .. the second
thing is on.the accuracy of the valuation and the amount of disclaimeis and paragraphs you have to put
into the valuation which impacts ...".

"So the effect and the quality of the job is that you can't get to and understand the issue that you need
to, to form a valuation such as operating expenses, reconciliations and non-recoverables in a ihopping
cenhe."

"..,, if you can provide a valuer with the best quality information, all signed leases, all opex
reconciliations all worked out for you, all the titles and copies of the encumbrances, ... all the zoning
issues are outlined and clarified and any issues are clearly addressed and some managers ar6
extraordinarily good at that, they. really are, they're really professional and know that one of the-property
managers jobs is to enhance value and so that's a very important role to give good briefing to valuers,
because that is in effect it is an enhancing value process and making iure the information that the
valuer gets is reliable, it certainly helps the process undoubtedly".

I 
Ran9e ofvalues ',,.it is not certain as to where that renta

lessee you will advocate the lower end of the range because you will say, why would a tenan[ want to
go out into the market and pay more than this group of people are paying in that range, ...The lessor,s
valuer on the other hand is saying, look there is a group of peopie up trere wno aie paying a lot of
money for their premises."

"'..the leading English cases talk about a margin of eror of 10% the Singer and Friedlander up to 15%
in exceptional circumstances,... the usual stuff. ... if any court is going to rule or in the case where the
Regishation Board is going to be considering it, if it ia only 5 to 106/o away there is just no case to
answer, There is just no need to so therefore the valuer knows that he moves a litfle bitin that direction
it is not a problem...'

'lt might be 10 or 20 percent range in a really difiicult market but it could possibly be more and
depending on the characteristics of the property of course as well. But it would squeeze up for some
properties in a good market making little difference, you know, some things are easy to value, easy to
sell, some things aren't, so that range is going to change so there's quite i lot in tnai I think, and, thlt's
my belief anyway and that's the way I operate." 

]

I

".... it's a matter of opinion whether a 1Oo/o or a 9.5% cap rate applies, or ag.7lo/o cap rate appties and I

different valuers may apply these sorts of cap rates. Equally'the rental may be subject to iiariance, 
I

market rental up to 5 or 10%, so that's producing your variations with your low-est rent it tOoZo Oeing the I
low end and your highest market rent up at g.57o being the other end of the range so that, nats, anv I
valuer can put those ranges on himself." ' 

I
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'Well not equally happy (with all the values in a range). I think, no we would still want to classify it,
You'd still know that this was the low end, and this was full and you'd know that obviously at the fullend
it would be much harder to sell but I suppose you're looking at the most probable price I suppose, yes,
we generally like it to be in the middle there somewhere,...."

"Cause there is a range of values you can determine at any time for a property, it's the position within
that range that you come up with your value, whether you are optimistic or pessimistic, ..., if people are
optimistic at this time um you would say you'd be going to the upper side of the values because the
vendor will, the seller would be more bullish .. . ,"

"Well again, you know you have a range of values you can select, you're going to be more conservative
on where you lie within that range than if your inshuctions are quite clear."

'... if you're working for a purchaser, they would want to know what the bottom ranges are so they can
go into bat and take 0ff, ... where as quite clearly if you are dealing wiffr the lessor they would want to
be, they'll want you to highlight the upper range."

"... by and large you can value a property up or down because of the range of values you can come out
of a property...."

" So you know, from my ftame of mind I know it's not a nanow band, there are some valuers who
expect, who will state that you should be within 5o/o lo 100/o of the valuation of the value/s property and
it's quite clearly not true because it just doesn't happen, it gets wider than that and you know."

"Well you know you've got market value of what is an appropriate period of marketing time, what is a
willing buyer/willing seller, ,.. how long is a piece of string, .... that's why I have no doubt that there is a
range of values and that in heory if you got ten people, be they valuers or anyone come up with, you
know you ask them for a point figure but also ask them for a range that likely as not, there is going to be
some common grounds in there but that the common ground might be, you know the extremes might
be plus or minus 20%, so it's, you know 40% is a fair wide range."

".,.,.if you use more lhan one methodology in coming up with a value you are giving them a range..."

" ... you know they are a lessee's valuer. In a rental arbitration, you just know that's their work and this
person is a lessor's valuer. You know these people; you know if you get a report from this company it
will be high in the range.

",., case law says you're allowed ten percenl either side of the supposed correct figure and to a degree
well we'll move our valuations to an extent but I mean it gets to a point where it's quite obvious that
you're pushing the realms of reality and at that point you've sort of got to call it quits."

" ,.... if I'm doing a valuation of a major city building l'll value it on you know, passing income, the
market income and discounted cashflow, l'll line the figures up and l'll see what they're showing me and
then you sort of work within that range to come up with an end number which then, it sits within a range
in itself because another valuer will come along and come up with a different number."

n ..., you, be prepared to move within a band and it gets pretty clear when you get outside that band,
nothing stacks up with the evidence. ..."

"l mean you don't want to annoy your clients for the sake of moving within a grey area I mean you're
prepared to move, to move to an extent provided there's valid reason of course."

"sometimes ..,, we will need to put a point figure on, we'll say our cunent market value lies between
and we'll give them a range and say if you need a point figure say for a mortgage recommendation we
would be happy to put that in ... in a situation where it's difficult to give a clear interpretation of the
market, you know, you'll put a range on,"

'financial reporting can't put a range under SSAP17, you have to give them a figure less disposal
costs.'

" . .. , because of that grey area issue, values always going to lie within a range." (valuer 4)

'... they (Australians and Americans) are lookinq at it to the Asian market and this

Conceptualising the lnfluence of Clients on Valuations
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mightaffecttherangeofva|uesbecausetheyare|ookingatttreproperty@

"The owners always think their properties are worth just you know just that little bit more than what
you?e telling them and the purchasers like to think it's not really worth that is it, you know, it's a litfle it
on the lower side. so there's a bit of a range but now often we would give a range."

"We would say it's probably in this range and obviously we usually fix a number but we're quite keen on
the value market ranges actually."

]fe1e is certainly scope to consider that the value should be within a range and a range is also very
helpful to clients in understanding too, you know why, they?e in a range and they'rj bidding for i
propefi for example, you know where their tolerances are .., .'

"'. we normally put a range on the capitalisation approach, a range on the DCF approach and just talk
them. through the paragraph of the various ranges and what it's indicating and sometimes you know our
concluded value that they require for reporting for example, we would bb commenting on how that sits
within the range.."

'You give them a range which sort of satisfies their.. egos or whatever it might be that is d1gng them ...
and you need to give them a balanced view, so when, some clients want to use the valuatiorireport to
negotiate, they don't like a range for that purpose ...'cos immediately the other side will straighi away
go for the upper level, or the level of the range depending on what sidi they are on ,..."

".' you would expect it to be relatively close because you are working off some very firm market data,
there's a whole lot of new leases in the building to beichmark on, and all the details of them, you nad
some good sales evidence, so you know you had some very good benchmarking out there in the
market, but you expect it to be quite close, ,. where you don't have that good accurate benchmarking or
forecasting. I think the range is much greater,.."

Previous
valuation

I i :|.h.?yq 
valued it now for 2, 3 differen

I 
that I think you lose.your objectivity, .., I guess whatever level it will include me you are irying to satisfy

I the client in terms of his value expectations . , .."
I

| 1f it s a. reasonable interval (since carrying out a previous valuation). More than two years I don't think

I l i.yld mafter.too much but even then there's an inbuilt perception of what's nappened in the last year

| ?ld 1 
trpPg:e if you?e, you know if that type of property has generally been increasing a bit, you've got

I an expeclatlon wnen you come to do it that oh this is going to go up too by a similar amount so I

I suppose that's an influencing factor, even if it's a year ago. Certainly if you did it two weeks ago or two

I months ago you might have a problem changing it, and sometimes that happens."

| 
"'..' Io, do it in September for a client who asks you to be tremendously bullish and then the next

I ligith angther client comes to y_ou and says they want to be bearish and find ail sorts of faults you

I Know, ..,. two reports with very different figures so yes it is very difficult."

| ,!9lL il,V::'te already valued it for the client and he's purchased the property, you then subsequenfly

| 00 a valuation, you know within a short time fame you're not going to be very different ...."

;;;,i'i38ffi tI:liliij,i:l,'[Til:',x,i:i?iJffi ',:'ff 
,fi 

:i::?,1,??l,J?;;l,fftffi fJi?l
information you've just received, you'd check it, you wouldn't accept $300,0b0 and ybu woutbn,t teet I

il}:{,iJ,,.fl1'"1ilh',l,.X'iifllili8;H?fl"1i#i,1l,t?,.;iJ:I3:^['lHiJTf,lli:i$?,H#: I

"at the end of the day you'd come up with your own value, but what you're saying is ... you fnow in I

;:il:triymX ;ffl ifr! 
keep the values reasonably static or slisirtly ctimbinfbut thei don't tike a 

I

'lf we'd done the valuation previously at $300,000 and you're doing a revaluation, .,., if the reason for I

the reportwas the same, marketvalueforfinancialreporting purposes..,. in yourcomments in your 
Ireport you would make a statement that we valued this property tast, at this date and we vatueOit at I

this price, since then these things have happeqed, to make us tnange our opinion or not chanqe our I
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opinion as to the value of the property',.. the risk ... in revaluing is that you identify that you rnade a
mistake last time potentially, you know you missed something and you may feel the need to cover that,
but I mean at the end of the day it depends on how transparent you are in your report writing."

" ..,.. yott are (influenced by a valuation that you have done previously) | mean it would be pretty
embanassing if you came up with a figure and went back to the client and said well we're going tohave
to drop it say by $10M because we think we were a bit keen last year, so I mean you are influenced to
a degree by what you've done in the past."

"You do look back at what you did last year, you probably shouldn't, you probably completely forget
what you did last year and start from scratch again and see what you come up with but in all honesty
you look at what you did last year and you compare and any valuer that said that he didn't do trat
would be being dishonest."

" ... if your ftgure was wildly different from what was done last year by another firm you'd go back and
you'd go through it again and you'd try and find out why, and I mean it shouldn't be influencing you but
to an extent it does. You're looking at that figure and going well this is the target sort of thing."

" .... that's a question that everyone would like to say no to but has to say yes to, I mean any valuation
that's an update, you look back at what's been done before and say, you always look back at the file
and even if someone else did it you look back at what they did, it does."

Type of building
/complexity of the

valuation

" ... the larger more mmplex valuations, very often the client has to supply quite a bit of the intorrnation
or it will come through the Property Manager so there may be quite a lot of figures that you are reliant
on,n

" .... warehouse I mean you've then got differences of opinion on whether the profile of the building is
important or the stud height or factors outside of purely the income that are going to impact on the
building, you know where it sits, its position by the road below hat's probably more of the traditional
valuation, well differences I guess you'd call them whereas in a cenhal city building everyone knows,
and which is what the major clients tend to own you know, the big stuff everyone knows that okay they
sit within a certain bracket so you take things aside and lhen it's just really where you think the market's
going because generally they're valued on a discounted cash flow basis so it's, it's purely what you
think, you know, the growth is going to be over the next ten years or where you think the market rent is
going to be in the year 2002, that sort of thing, whats an appropriate cap rate at year 10,"

Contract price "... I sometimes take instructions where there's been a sale and the client doesn't want me, doesnt
want to divulge it. I believe that you have to enquire, I believe it would be negligent not to enquire, it's a
transaction after all so I always make sure I enquire ..."

"l think you've got to ask I believe, although I've come across a lot of valuers in New Zealand,
especially coming straight out of university, who believe it's not right to ask because they're supposed
to know the answer, they are the valuers, ... but I certainly believe it is negligent so you know I tell all
my people that they have to ask but what I say to clients is I have to ask you this but you don't need to
answer, you don't need to tell me and I put it in the report if hey don't tell me. ... There are some
clienls who .., don't want you to know when you go out to do the job, .. because they don't want you to
be influenced by the knowledge. They want to see what you come up with .. . "

"Reading through some people's evidence ... they've stated that you shouldn't know some stuff, in this
case they were talking about contract price of a sale and you shouldn't know that before you do your
valuation, and if you do know hat you should not do the valuation, because you're not independent is
their reasoning and I don't accept that. I believe you should know what the contract price is ... because
it's quite clearly information that is in the market....."

" ,... back in the 70s through to 89 when I was a residential valuer you would ask the agent what's the
price it's going through at. f{hen you did a residential valuation, there is a time when they say, well to
ask after you've come up witt the valuation, but um you know l, if I pick up the keys ftom the agent and
say'what's the conhact price, what is he list price, how long is it been listed for, how many offers have
been put to the vendor or, you know is this the first offer?" that doesn't mean you just accept the
information full st0p...,...'

"l don't ask unless it's given to me (the conhact price). Some peoole sav look we're oavino this. vou
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know or even give us a copy of the sale and purchase
us but if they don't offer that information I don't ask."

'To a degree yes (does the contract price influence you). I mean although we've caused plenty of
deals to fall over because we haven't come up with the figure that they?e paying I mean if it's wilOly
wrong then we've got an obligation ...... but if you're sort of within that margin then you do tend to wori<
toryards the figure, yeh it does influence vou."

Definition of
market value

"l think there is a standard NZIV definition basic
to.go on sale' That s generally the market value, so at the end of the iay you've got to have iom6
evidence to support that....."

? buyer in the property market, the value, the valuation is to come up with a value, that value is what
you would expect a willing purchaser would pay, also they value partiy on he other side of tfre coin is
what the willing seller would sell for, you could say he same with the, ....considering what the sellers
are going through at the time, what is forcing them, at the moment in residential mark6ts you'd say that
there maybe some pressure on sellers to be moving in the market place, from ...... a non-economic
sense' The comments that we've been gefting in the market place thit it's not a good time for property,
whether they support that.by economic analysis or not, they just feel like its not i good time to'luy, noi
a good time_to be owning I,should say and move off, but thdy may not actually stop-and think aboul why
they are selling at the time."

"You've got market value of. what is an appropriate period of marketing time, what is a willing
buyer/willing seller, yeah how long is a piece of string, kind of, well you knoi it,s not but it is, but yoi
know that's why I have no doubt that there is a range of values ....."

"l'm always working towards my estimation of what the fah cunent market value is, arm's lengtr
hansaction etc .... I've put myself in the client's shoes .,... if say I was buying tris property what woitd
I want to pay for it based on the information in ftont of me and it'i my interpretition of the market .."

Time pressure " We don't challenge the client we
and we do not want to upset the client by asking questions. The reality is clients should be cross
examined a hell of a lot more closely than they are."

' .,. we don't take on work if the time pressure's unrealistic that we know we've covered all tre steps
and you know there's no what ifs or, sitting out there, potential time bombs that you haven't looked at,
but it does happen, ..'.. I mean the clients have very unrealistic time pressures, ..... That happens a loi
whereby people will leave things to the last minute and they expect a report."

":.,,'..w€ could say we can get you a number by tomonow but is it all right if the report follows a few
days later and that number will also be subject to what's in the report whici quite often is sufficient."

Subjectivity/opinio
n

" ...these are sometimes quile complex ta
and they come under a lot of scrutiny from a lot of different people ... .'

"Eventually any valuer because of tlre behavioural nafure of the process is going to say, he'll throw his
hands up and say well all right let's, you know this is as far as we'll go ani thit's generally the outer
edge in his opinion but that will be the outer edge will be different for difterent valuerJ...."

"-,you make a judgement, you know if its an emotive comment that they believe it's a more optimistic
view point should be adopted, well then you think about it then you driw your own conclusion eiher
way."

" ...that's the dilemma of a valuer and that your dealing with one opinion of the market, not say the
average of the market...."

" .": You know there's many properties in Wellington that enjoy views but they're exposed to botr a
northerly and southerly and so that, for one person the view is, they would ... 

-anO 
say this is a great

property, where as another person would just look at the property and say 's*'*, we're g6ing to be biown
to hell', "' I know personally if we moved back to Wellingion'we d have to have on-sitjpar[ing that was
on the same level as the house and that would be an attiibute of the house that we would pa/particular
attention to, whereas for other people that would not be an issue and they would be bdfinj at otner
things."

Conceptualising the lnfluence of Clients on Valuations
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Appendix 688 lllustrative sample of responses to individual factors relating to the ctient
relationship

Valuers lagging
the market

Lack of
explanation

"Perhaps|shou|daddonemorething,itisano|dprob|em,va|uersueing@
slow in going down ... it is the lag behind the market and this a real problem for valuerJ..."-
"This is a bit of a puule that is a natural value/s conservatism, he doesn't want to value in front of the
market evidence he has got, so he will lag behind,."

".., he should be giving a lot more notes to his values ... we are not explaining a lot of the time what we
d0..."

CLIENT

REI.ATIONSHIP
ILLUSTRATIVE VALUER COMMENTS

Trust ".,, if ... you're not made aware that is going to be used for mortgage finance purposes, the client
perhaps lies to you ... you've got to be very careful ... if you're not adhering to this value for all
purposes type scenario.."

"The way you're instructed potentially, depending on how formal the instructions are, depending on
your relationship with the person you are dealing with, the confidence that you have in the client you
are dealing with..."

"..but on the whole it's pretty honest and open whereby they realise you know the more information the
better the job we're going to do and the bigger clients obviously anything you ask for will be given in
terms of other buildings. , , "

RespecUcredibility ".. lt comes back, you say personality, or you put it under the guise of the individual instructing you and
what respect you have for them..'

"...you've got to be shong with them and then they start to respect you and they won't try it again..'

"... once you've provided .., quality work for them and they know that you, ... know what you are talking
about in that situation then work will start coming back ... but initially .. you've really got to prove
yourself with them.,'

Type/length of
relationship

",.. I will go back and talk to the client, othenrrise essentially the client is fairly immaterial and one of the
difficulties I have with those clients is that I don't even remember heir names, because the property is
the dominating feature of the relationship,.,'

'the bulk of my work is a much closer client relationship and in that sort of relationship, for example
asset valualions,.,"

"l have another involvement with X City Council which is a very close relationship, they have
development projects, in that particular case the involvement is to the extent that I will not only provide
values but I will sit on meetings with people so that I can continually advise them relating to any issues
that to whatever issues come up..."

"...it could have been a good client ... who he had done a lot of residential work, he did all the work and
he did not want to give up the opportunity of doing that one because it would have allowed someone
else to come in and relate to the client..."

"l think you try to retain the client and therefore I guess ... you are trying to satisff the client in terms of
his value expectations..."

'Certainly there's obviously the ability to have quite lengthy dialogue with established clients, I suppose
established clients tend to be the ones you're doing a lot of work with, you obviously get to know them
quite well and you'll be on first name terms with them, so it's quite easy for them to call you up and want
to discuss ... . the level of a valuation and for them to put their point across ,.. "
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'..' anq amongst allthat pressure your getting to service clients'needs and to basically be friends with
yourclient .... To provide a service and at the end of the day, you can't lose sight of ihe fact that you
could end up in the witness box..."

1... lf 
yo-u re offering a report to a client who you know and you've dealt with before, you're quite happy

to give them a pretty raw draft ..... compared to a new client where you wouldn't wanf to go lirougn ihat
process'cos you know the way they may interpret or misinterpret that.

" 
.if 

you ,.. offer them (new client a raw report that suggests you are vague in your thinking, they may
misinterpret it as being a way of manipulating or a lack of confidence in your work ... whereas it's an
opportunity to discuss the value more.,."

".., I suppose how often you deal with them maybe, if you?e dealing with them on a more regular basis
you're more likely to be more open to what they have suggested because you have a bit irore trust,
you know what they said is right.,."

"... some clients refuse to work with certain people just because of their personalities..."

"". I think that a valuer's relationship with a client has always got to be arms length and if you break
that rule you are going to be in real trouble .,. to be a a valuer of any standing thaiwants to get repeat
work, they've got to have credibility.,. and impartiality and ensuring you don't reach or have conflicis of
interest and that sort of mess.,"

Appendix 689 lllustrative sample of responses to individual factors relating to external
pressures

ILLUSTMTIVE VALUER COMMENTS

Regulatory
framework

"Cha||engingtermsofhisethica|responsibi|ities,in
registration those two issues or in terms of the courts in terms of a loss."

"... all the court precedents and so forth talk about the margin of error of 100/o,.. up to 15% in
exceptional circumstances ..,. Now obviously if any court is going to rule in a case where the
Registration Board is going to be considering it if it is only 5 to 10% away there is just no case to
answer.'

"Wellyes they could be taken on (performance-based fees) ... but lthink certainly registered valuers,
members of the NZlv would be aware that it's, it's against the ethics of the profession."

",.. yorl can't lose site of the fact that you could end up in the witness box.,, "

"courts have never really accepted DCF methodology they just proceed by a process of analogy... "

Market credibility ,,'.securityofmostvaluersre|atestotwoissues,oneistheirreputatio@
which almost doesn't so much guarantee them, but provided they retain that reputation tirey will
continue to get work in from clients because clients will seek them out and the client relationship
through that will develop..."

"... even if you're dealing with a developer who wants our valuation to come up to get some finance, if
your value is accepted by the financier as being accurate and valid and those things,,.. the developer is
going to keep on using it regardless, if they think you are a bit light because if they come up with a
valuer, you know if they've got a valuation and they take it to ifinancier and ths financier doesn't
accept it, it wouldn't matter what the value was,"

"l think just trying to get credibility in the market and the one particular firm that we really do it for (peer
review) '.. they've had a bit of a chequered history and it's been recognised in the pasittrat there'end
values have been over-cranked and I think they're trying to get a bit more credibility,,. about their
values that they're presentinq to the market..."
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"." those clients generally ... are a lot smaller and less sophisticated and probably aren't reporting to a
rigorous market..."

"Downward pressure .... Does actually octur where it happens more with the sophisticated clients
whereby they know that they?e going to get analysed to death....'

"... they want to report every year that they've had nice growth every year into the future, they want
their portfolio to keep going, they don't want to put into their annual report oh we've had an unrealised
valuation loss..."

Case law 'Well its simple because all the court precedents and so

9fplltY the leading English cases talk about a margin of enor of 10% the Singer ani Friedlander up to
15% in exceptional circumstances.,.o

-. 
. ' ] t9?n case law says you?e allowed 10% either side of the supposed correct figure and to a degree

well we'll move our valuation to an extent, but I mean it gets to a point where itt quite obviousihat
you're pushing the realms of reality and at that point you've sort of got to call it quits.. .;

Financial

reporting
standards

"..'obvious|yforfinancia|reportingpurp0sesunderSSAP17trat@
on, In that situation you've got to come up with a figure but you know we witl put in a range w1lout
speciffing and say it's got to lie somewhere in here but we can't be certain as to where it'i going to
lie.,."

" ..' financial reporting can't put a range under SSAP17, you have to give them a figure less disposal
costs...."

Market conditions "...we are in a very competitive market we don't have the protection we used to have--. lihi FT
scale fees had a lot of disadvantages, but one of the advantages that they did have it didn't put you
under pressure in trying to perform to clients' expectations unreasonably, just to take money home to
their family."

".'.all of a sudden the valuer gets up one moming and there is no work and therefore a big client, or a
relatively large client... comes in and says we will guarantee you a certain amount of work provided you
do it, for a miserable fee per job, they would do things which they might othenrvise not consider,.,"

"lt could have been a shortage of work (the reason he took the job outside his area of expertise),,. "

"'.. it might be 10 or 200/o ftnle in a really dificult market, but it could possibly be more and depending
on he characteristics of the property of course as well. But it would squeeze up for some properties in i
good market making little difference.,."

"...when you have collapse, valuers aren't as harsh as the market ..."

"the less evidence there is then the less of an argument you've got and he more personal opinion
comes into it..."

"... when there's less information, the client you know does have a bit more impact and probably has a
lot more to say because they'll be saying to you, you've come up with this figure you know, what
evidence is saying to you that it's not... this figure so it's... a very hard one..."

Conceptualising the lnfluence of Ctients on Valuations
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APPENdiX 6C DEFINITION OF FACTORS AND SUBFACTORS INTERPRETED FROM
THE DATA FROM VALUER INTERVIEWS

Factor or sub-factor Definition

Client pressure/infl uence The ability of the client to influence valuation outcomes by
exercising different forms of power, influence and/or pressure

client expectations The situation where a client influences a valuation outcome by
implicitly or explicitly making known their expectations regarding the
valuation outcome. This can include their expectation regarding
valuation standards, methodology and/or the final figure required

information power The situation where a client provides and/or withholds information
from a valuer which could in turn influence the outepme of the final
valuation figure

expert power The situation where a client uses their experience and/or expertise to
influence the outcome of a valuation

badgeing The situation where a client constantly harasses, badgers and/or
pleads with a valuer in an attempt to influence the outcome of the
final valuation figure

coerctve power The situation where a client punishes or threatens to punish a valuer
in order to influence the outcome of the final valuation figure. This
may include the threat of non-payment of fees or switching to
another valuer

rcward power The situation where a client rewards or promises to reward a valuer
in order to influence the outcome of the finat valuation figure. This
may include the promise of future work, or payment of fees if a
particular valuation outcome is reported

client instructions The situation whereby the client instructs a valuer in such a way that
they influence the outcome of the final valuation figure. This may
include identifying a specific date for the valuation and specifit
methods to be used

general influence The situation where the client influences the outcome of the final
valuation figure by using other forms of power and influence not
included under client expectations, information power, expert
influence, badgering, coercive power, reward power or by speciffing
instructions

Client characteristics The specific characteristics of the client or client organisation.
These characteristics include the main business of the ctient,
size of the client organisation, whether the client is a purchaser
or seller, landlord or tenant They include personality of
individuals, culture or nationality, moral reasoning, financial
position and method of client remuneration

sophisticated A sophisticated client is a client that has a large amount of
experience in the management and/or valuation of property assets.
They tend to be larger companies very much involved in the day-to-
day management of large property portfolios. They typicalty use
expert and information power in order to influence the outcome of
the final valuation figure.

unsophisticated An unsophisticated client tends to be a small-sized company, or
individual that does not possess the expertise and exoerienCe of
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sophisticated client. They typically use badgering, coercive and
reward power in order to influence the outcome of the final valuation
figure

developer A developer is a client who undertakes property development
projects. They are typically a small to medium-sized company or
individual, they possess both experience and expertise. (Ihis
definition reflects the comments of the valuers interviewed that larger
developers tend to also be the larger investors and for the purpose
of this model are defined as "sophisticated" clients)

I nstitution al i nvestor An institution investing in property

bank A substantial banking institution involved in the lending of finance for
the purchase or development of property

dr.sfressed cfienf A client that is under financial distress

ethical client A client that does not attempt to place undue pressure on a valuer to
obtain the valuation outcpme they require

unethical client A client that attempts to place undue pressure on a valuer to obtain a
valuation outcome they require

cli ent rc m u ne ration method The way that a client is remunerated, for example by way of salary,
performance-based and/or commission

size of client The size of the client in terms of the number of experienced staff and
the potential for further work

Purchaser/seller The purchaser of seller of property

Landlordltenant A landlord or tenant of a property

Culture/nationality The culture or nationality of a client

personality The personality of a client

genercl Other types of clients or client related issues that do not fall into the
above categories

Purpose of valuation The intended purpose of the valuation as defined by the client,
these can include mortgage, asset valuations, financing, or as
a tool in the negotiation process between buyer and seller or
lessor and lessee

financing purposes A valuation undertaken for financing purposes

asset purposes A valuation undertaken for asset purposes

leasing/rent review purposes A valuation undertaken for leasing/rent review purposes

sale/purchase purposes A valuation for sale/purchase purposes

matrimonial purposes A valuation undertaken for matrimonial purposes

general purposes A valuation undertaken for general purposes not included under
financino ourooses. asset ourooses. leasino/rent review ourooses.

Conceptualising the lnfluence of Clients on Valuations
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sale/purchase purposes or matrimonial purposes

The valuation process The valuation process describes the sequence of step sand
other factots affecting the different roles of the valuer, client
and associated individuals in the completion of a valuation
task.

draft repoft The draft report is a report which is submitted to the client by the
valuer for comment before the final version is signed off

independent party The independent party is a company or individual other than the
client that the valuer reports to with the valuation report

valuer rotation Valuer rotation is a procedure whereby a valuer or valuation
company is only permitted to value the same property or portfolio of
properties for a limited number of consecutive years (typically 2 or 3)

peer review Peer review is where a valuation is reviewed by an outside valuer or
valuers for accuracy. Valuers involved in the peer review process
may be employed by the valuation company from where the original
valuer is an employee or from a valuer or valuers from an external
organisation

repofting standards Reporting standards are the standards of reporting required by an
external body

quality contrcl Quality control comprises the procedures employed within a
valuation company in order to ensure that outgoing valuation reports
are accurate and of a high quality

time prcssurc The amount of time pressure a valuer is under in order to produce a
completed valuation report

client's instructions The specific instructions given to a valuer at the commencement of
the valuation process

Valuer characteristics Valuer characteristics are the individual qualities possessed by
a valuer, they include integrity, perception of their role
specialisation, experience, age, personality and remuneration
method.

valuer integrity The integrity of a valuer in the reporting of valuation figures that they
believe are truly representative of the market

perception of the valuels role How a valuer perceives their role, this could include the belief that
they are independent of the client or that they are there to act as a
client advocate

expeience/expeftise The amount of experience or expertise a valuer may have in valuing
for specific types of clients, valuing specific propefi types and
specific market sectors

age The age of the valuer undertaking a valuation for a client

optimistic vs. pessimrstic valuer
traits

Whether a valuer is optimistic or pessimistic in their perception of the
property market and whether they tend to value property at a high or
low level

v alue r re m une ration method The method in which a valuer is remunerated this may be by way of
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a salary, commission or performance

specialisation Specialisation is where a valuer may spend most of his/her time
undertaking valuations of a specific nature, for example within
specific property market segments or for specific clients. This could
include specialisation in certain locations and/or certain property
types

perconality The personality of the valuer

other Other valuer traits that are not included above

Val uation fi rm characteristics Characteristics of the valuation firm describe the valuation
company carrying out the valuation including, size, structure
and team environment

size of firm A description of the size of the valuation firm in terms of the number
of employees

multidisciplinary A professional property service provider that offers services in a
number of areas including real estate agency, property
management, valuation and consullancy

team or individualistic
envircnment

This describes whether the company in which the valuer is employed
encourages employees to work in a team or individualistic
environment

other Other variables that may be specific to the valuation company, not
included above.

Technical valuation lssues Technical valuation issues describe a range of factors a valuer
takes into account when coming up with their final valuation
figure. These factors include methodology, quality, range of
values, previous valuation figure, complexity of the valuation,
knowledge of the contract price, definition of market value and
the amount of subjectivity and opinion required.

valuation methodology The methodology utilised by the valuer in the valuation report, for
example the use of discounted cash flow analysis and capitalisations
rates

standad and thotoughness The standard of the valuation report including the accuracy of the
valuation and quality of reporting

nnge of values The range of values that a valuer can successfully defend as being
an accurate reflection of market value

previous valuation A valuation of a building that has previously been valued by the
same valuer now undertaking a subsequent valuation

type of building/complexity of
the valuation

The type of property being valued and the complexity of the
valuation

defi nition of market value The definition a valuer perceives to be market value

subjectivity/opinion The amount of subjectivity and personal opinion involved in the
valuation of a property

time prcssure The amount of time pressure a valuer is placed under to complete a

Conceptualising the lnfluence of Clients on Valuations
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valuation report

knowledge of the contnct pice The knowledge or lack of knowledge a valuer has of the price
contracted on the property being valued

Client Relationship The client relationship is the relationship between the client and
the valuer and includes such factorc as trust, respect and type
and length of the relationship.

trust The amount of trust that has been developed between the valuer
and client

rcspect The amount of respect a client has for a valuer

type of rclationship and/or
length of rclationship

The type and/or length of relationship between the client and the
valuer

External Pressures Extemal pressures are the pressures outside the control of the
client or valuer and include such factors as the regulatory
framework, market credibility, the pressure from an
independent party, financial reporting standards and market
conditions.

rcgulatory fnmework The regulatory framework that registered valuers work within

matuet crcdibility The credibility that the valuer has in the market place and thus the
credibility of the valuation in the market place

independent pafty A pafl that is not the client to which the valuation is reported to

case law Current case law relating to valuations

ft nancial rcpofting standads Reporting standards imposed on the valuer

mafuet conditions The condition of the property market and the valuation market,
including consideration as to whether the property market is buoyant
or static and whether comparable evidence is available.

Conceptualising the Influence of Clients on Valuations
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Appendix 7A SUMMARY OF CLIENT INTERVIEWS -WITHIN-GASE ANALYSIS

Appendix 7Al Summary of interview with Client I

. There is a statutory requirement for us to undertake annual valuations

. We generally spread the work around two or three of the major internationally recognised practices

. We tend to talk to the valuers regularly throughout the year

. Sharing of information between both parties is important

. We have our own view on the quality of valuers and their abilities in terms of the technical and commercial viewpoint

. The valuation profession is struggling to maintain credibility because of a wide discrepancy in views relating to value

. Different valuers have different opinions, some take a more technical view and some take a more commercial view

. Analysts tend to do their valuations in-house because there are such conflicting views as to the value of a property

. ll is not unusual if more than one valuer is valuing a building to have major discrepancies in the valuation outcomes

. Some valuers make generalisations about buildings and fail to look at the individual circumstances of the vendor

. A good client valuer relationship assists in obtaining all information on an individual building

. Market credibility is very important so we have instituted a peer+eview process

. We instruct one valuer to undertake the valuation process on the whole portfolio and then bring in another to review the

process and if there is a difference the valuers have to find a way to agree with each other
. The valuation profession is very competitive competing for fees and work
. Valuers from the big intemational companies do not share with other companies "how they do things"; even at seminars

you only tend to get participants from smaller independent practices
. Valuers in the multidisciplinary environments have a more commercial feel for the market and this makes them much

better valuers
. To be a good valuer you have got to know how to do deals and how deals are done
. A peer review valuer might value as if they are reviewing on behalf of a purchaser and therefore there will always be a

difference between them and the principal valuer
. In a rent review if you are acting for a tenant you will come up with a different answer than if you were acting for a

landlord; eventually there is agreement in the middle
. The peer review process allows valuers to mmmunicate with each other and be more willing to take on board each

others views

' Ultimately everyone has different information and ultimately comes up with the value that they think is right
. A review valuer will tend to take he stance of valuing a property from the standpoint of a purchaser and then they feel

compelled to disagree with the principal valuer otherwise they may be perceived as not eaming their fee
. We've adopted this valuation review process for 2 years and values have come down, but yields have gone up

. The success of any listed company is yield to investors, so even spending time trying to get accurate valuations the

analyst may say we don't believe you, we will make our own assessment of the worth of the building

' Valuers are expected to come up with different values depending who they are acting for, typically in a rent review

negotiation
. Valuations are becoming less important fom an investment viewpoint
. Valuations may just need to be completed to demonstrate net asset backing
. lf there are people buying and selling then that is the market value
. Investors are interested in the yield, how secure the income and cash flow are

. Most people only have a two or three year view

. Allour valuations are as at 1st December

. Economic issues play a part in choice of valuer and when each property in the portfolio is valued

' There may be a rotation between principal valuer and the firm that has checked the valuations
. lt is more economicalto use valuers that have previously valued the portfolio
. Different valuers may be used to valuing properties in different parts of the country
. lt is preferable to have a different valuer valuing a building each year
. lt is difficult for the valuer who has previously canied out a valuation on a property to come out with a substantially lower

one the following year
. lt is difficult for a valuer to decrease the value of a previous valuation as they are being relied upon to set asset values
. Valuers are under pressure to keep yields consistent with the previous year
. lf there is a big change from the previous year the valuer may ease it slightly this year and add a bit more the following

year
. Valuer rotation assists in reducing the effect of a previous valuation
. In the peer review process it is less likely that 2 valuers will be wrong
. There will be pressure on the valuer by the client depending on the purpose of the valuation; if the client wants to trade

properties then they will want the valuation to be as high as possible
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. There are some very good valuers out there, but there are also valuers that are too technically focused and do not

understand how properties function and the rationale for people to invest in property and they therefore tend to be very

negative.
. Coming up with a valuation figure is a hard job
. Valuers have got to take a view and the more commercial they are the more they understand the transactional

behaviour and the more accurate they are
. lt is difficult for an experienced client with evidence not to argue with a valuer if they lhink that they are being too

negative about a building
. Clients may have more information about the market than a valuer
. The client may interpret market knowledge differently than the valuer
. lt is harder to value when there is not market information
. The less information the more interpretation and opinion

' Analysing information is as much a valuer's skill as carrying out the mechanics of a valuation
. As part of the valuation process we first ask for a quote; if it is acceptable we then send them information including,

tenancy schedules, operating expenses, budgets and cost schedules, current leasing transactions, contact names of

building managers
. After supplying information the valuer is given approximately 4 weeks to prepare the valuation, we only require work

sheets, evidence of sales and rentals but no site description etc
. Once worksheets are received they are sent on to the peer review valuer to see if they agree or disagree; if they are

within 1% then they area asked if they are prepared to sign off on the initial valuation because they are so close
. There are valuers that want to prove that they can be more accurate than the initial valuer
. lf there is a major discrepancy then the two valuers work it through together until they agree, we leave it up to them
. We don't see a need for rotating all our properties every year
. We sometimes negotiate the fee
. There's a responsibility on the valuer to show that they are worthy of their fee, they are responsible for the valuations
. A valuer's fee includes the liability they have for their valuations
. Usually they already have all the information and just have to include the new information and what they think market

rents are
. The valuer will supply us with a draft valuation, we will check it for consistency purposes, we might have to then give

them some additional information such as cunent deals to help them form views on market rents
. They then finalise their numbers
. I hear about all sorts ofdeals that are going on and I can put the valuer right on evidence they have produced
. lt depends on the circumstances, but I think as a client I require a pinpoint number that I am happy with
. We did have a rare situation when the principal valuer and the peer review valuer did not agree and we then brought in

a 3'd valuer to assist and a final figure was then agreed. There are circumstances where the client can influence valuation outcomes and that is why we introduced the peer

review process to reduce that risk. A client that needs a bullish valuation may place a valuer under a lot of pressure
. A client may be influenced to change a valuation in order to satisfy a client
. A client may place pressure on a valuer for funding purposes
. I think client pressure is more prevalent in the development market
. From our point of view we have no desire to push values up, it is more important that we are totally transparent

Appendix 7A 2 Summary of interview with Glient 2

. The client valuer relationship should be a partnership

. We are looking for a high skill base in any valuer we instruct. We will only instruct valuers who have the ability to look fonvard at the future kends in the market

. lf a valuer cannot look forward then they do not have the skills that we are looking for

. When selecting a valuer we first read their reports; we then take a view on the appropriateness of their valuations. We tend to see work ftom all the valuers working in the City and some we believe are a bit of a joke and wouldn't use
them

. There are other valuers that we feel have a good understanding of the dynamics of the market so we gravitate towards

them
. We are not looking for a high or low valuation, just one that includes the professional input that we can take the value

from
. lt is very important to look at the future value of the property, the assessment of its value in 5 to 10 years to me is really

important, is the property progressively falling in value
. The issue of what it is worth today is too simplistic, it is much more important to look at future trends, looking at DCF

' A knowledge of growth trends, estimates of future cap rates etc paint a much broader picture of the property and gives a
good feeling of the risks associated with it
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We have a statutory obligation to undertake valuations when we buy or sell

We also have a staiutory obligation to confirm the value of the portfolio on an annual basis

lf I am to manage our portfolio actively and effectively I need to look at the fufure value of the properties

I believe that evidence-based valualions are inappropdate

Banks look at their exposure on a long-term basis therefore valuations are useless if they only look at the value today

A property owner needs to have infoimation on the market dynamics and how it will affect the value of the property in

the future

When instructing valuers we do not have a piece of paper, it is very informal

Most valuers work with us on a regular basis

We iden1ff the property, we looliat its potential and growth, we share with the valuer the whole situation, and we try

and tell them everything about it

We will review the valultion and have a debate with the valuer if we can't understand their approach or if we think it is

flawed
We give the valuer all the information we can

We jimit the number of valuers we have to 2 or 3 prefened valuers who know our portfolio

We select the valuers on their knowledge of the market, they know more about the market than we do

We would not resist giving them any information about our properties

I'm in the market all [he time, I have an understanding of the market and dynamics

I know when valuations have been pumped up, you lose respect for the valuer if they do inflate values

property executives and valuers can end up Wng to defend their position particularly in a falling market

We'maie a point of limiting a valuer, an inOiviiuat firm to an asset for a maximum of two years othenrise they lose their

objectivity
W6 may'Oe increasing valuations to twice a year because of the increasing need to inform the public

Valuers are more inclined to respond to a rising market rather than a falling market

Valuers feel a moral obligation to support a previous valuation

The client can influence the valuer because valuations are subiective

A valuer wants to get ongoing work so they want to please the client, especially if the client is big

Valuers may stretch themselves to address what they perceive t9 O9 tl9 client's needs

Value/ need to have experience and a strengh of character to deal with clients

There are some valuersthat have a strong character and are prepared to stand up and tell a client what they think

you have got to have valuers working for you ttrat have experienced downward property cycles

Valuers ar6 aMays looking to justify and because of that they become backward looking

Valuers need to look at wiler mark'et information including interest rates and how that will affect market behaviour

A valuer needs to undertake economic research

Euen tnorgn everyone likes to hear good news, if there is evidence of a falling market a valuer has to be prepared to

value an asset accordinglY
ptrprrty executives are-frlquenfly trying to defend their book values; they are judged on their performance, they want to

feel'thai everything is going up because that is why they bought the property in the first place

Clients do not want to be told bad news

It is befter for the client to have the bad news early, to take it in chunks and not one big hit

lf there are signs that the market is softening a valuer should indicate this and not rely solely on comparables that might

not reflect this softening

We try to tell our employers not to be too precious about valuations

you have got to encourage valuers to undertake a high degree of research, so they have a real understanding of the

dynamics of the market

We do not carry out formal intemal valuations but we do have internal opinions of value

Extemal valuers have a much more broad experience of he market; in-house valuers do collect information, but it is not

as good as being at the sharp end of the market

Thjdient may have more experience, so it is important to advise the valuer how you see the property, how you see the

fufure potentiil, response to capex requirements, technology issues, leasing profile, retention

We review a drafr report which is quite subjective and we give our views and in some cases debate

You talk through the pluses and minuses

I think everyoie gaini from sharing their views, experiences and information

Valuers are always ringing me asking my thoughts on what is happening

It is not a single tgure, Uui trow else do you do it, a range is probably more appropriate

The time frarie of tne sale is also imporiant, different viluers may perceive this time ftame different ftom another

lf you want to realise a property very quickly you may getquite a different price than if you took a much longer time

Not enougtr emphasis ii given-by viluers to the to the difierentiation of quality between properties

Tenants have strong views on the technical performance of properties

I think rent reviews ire handled very badly in tre New Zealand Valuation community

I

I
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Valuers believe that every office building is exactly the same at rent review and they want to use comparable evidence
on buildings of very different quality

A tenant moves to a high quality building because he wants all the services
I have never seen a valuer acting for a lessee come in with a rental which is higher than the valuer acting for the lessor
Valuers are supposed to act as experts and not advocates
Valuers, rather than act as an independent professional will act for theh client in a rent review
Why would a tenant instruct a valuer if he's not going to give a low figure that you can use in your negotiations
We ve got the wrong methodology for trying to seftle rent reviews; in other countries they have got a different approach
In England the valuer for the lessee and the valuer for the lessor nominate a valuation figurafor tre building.'A third
party (arbiter) is also brought in to value the building and the valuation by the lessee or lessor that is closest to the
arbiter. This means that valuations are more realistic as they do not want their valuations dismissed
Publishing a range of values does not work, everyone needs a single figure
I think the range of values is larger than anticipated by valuers
Valuers struggle to get within a + or - 10% range of the transaction value
The larger the property the greater the degree of variance
It is easier for a standard industrial premises to pinpoint than for a complex commercial property
lf you were trying to sell a large commercial property in Wellington today, you wouldn't because there would be no funds
looking at it.
The demand for individual properties would depend on the type of investors ready to buy in the market
There are some buildings where there have been no comparable sales
Valuers need to understand the dynamics of the market and the motlvation of individual investors with regards to yields
etc
The type of property will determine the range of values
There is a great degree of subjectivity
Different valuers will have different opinions; there are 2 or 3 that end up getting the right balance
we would try much harder to buy an A grade building than we would a c graoe uuitoing
A valuer needs to be aware of the motivation of potential purchasers, which may be subjective
Valuers do not have a deep understanding of the dynamics of fre market and they do not place enough weight on
quality

It's the valuers with experience that network witr the key players in the industry
The more experienced guys are $e ones that industry people will speak to, so they get to know what is happening in
the market
\{hen you have people who are strong willed hen you will be bound to have conflict
The client has to be big enough, if they respect what the valuer is saying, they must ride with it, othenrise the process
has no validig
It is important that a client, if a valuer is giving them bad news, sits there and listens rather than jumps in and say I am
going somewhere else
lf I want a low value because I want to buy a property then I know exactly which valuer to go to
I would not want to deal with unethical or flexible valuers
unethical valuers get work because people want valuations for particular reasons
They are not in the mainsheam and generally not the type of people we would associate with
Most people know who the unethical valuers are
The unethical firms don't tend to be on bank panels they tend to work more in the boftom end of the market with
inexperienced players

You are always going to get valuers who lack professionalism
We generally brief our valuers on a portfolio basis
We do get a quote, but we don't make a choice simply because of the quote, the valuers we approach know, however,
that they've got to keep their quote reasonably competitive
For an existing portfolio we would pay our valuers a per annum fee; we tend to work on an hourly basis
lf y-ou want quality then you have to have good research, it's got to have time spent on it, and t-he only income they get
is if they get a commission; they have to work on gefting an understanding of tie market and getting around, and'tiey
have got to live
Need more help from them if it is a new propefi
On an existing asset then the client probably knows more about the lease structure and other details relating to the
property than the valuer; for a new acquisition, I would want the valuer to double check the details of the propJrty and
the leases as an independent view
I may know more aboul the property than the valuers do, but valuers may still know more about what's happening in the
market than I do
Valuers have comparable evidence that we do not have
There is a rapport going between ourselves and valuers about our properties
We do speak to people in the market
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. We chat to other property investors and real estate agents

. Real estate agents do have a better feel for what is happening in the market than valuers

. We were initially a bit concerned about using multidisciplinary firms, but real estate agents do add information and

market knowledge
. We are moving away from instructing independent firms to multidisciplinary practices
. Valuers are supposed to be experts not advocates
. $/hy degrade valuers by asking them to be advocates; you might as wellget a couple of lawyers to haggle it out. We would rather negotiate directly wih the tenanl

Appendix 7A3 Summary of interview with Glient 3

. The relationship between the client and the valuer is a professional advisor relationship

. We use valuers for a number of reasons; for ad hoc advice, annual valuations, six monthly valuations for shareholders,

to support rent review negotiations or acquisitions of leases; basically we use them when we don't feel that our

knowledge is sufficient. We use valuers when we require an independent assessment that is credible in the marketplace, this may be for annual

valuations or for rent review purposes
. We instruct them for their expert knowledge where we feel deficient and more for independence and market credibility

' We believe we have a greater ability to assess the value of our portfolio than a valuer does
. Share market prices and valuations rarely line up; this is because they are both valuing different things
. Analysts are not interested in the market value of individual properties
. The values we publish are treated sceptically by analysts but I believe they are useful no matter who you are
. Valuers have more knowledge of market transactions than we have and they quite often are able to research

transactions to find out what exactly went on, so they are experts in that field; we are usually satisfted with that type of
information

. There is scepticism that many valuers basically act as advocates for the landlord or for the tenant; that should be

obvious as they are paid by them. At the end of the day there has to be professionalism and the valuation has to come out within an acceptable range of
values even if they are at the top or the bottom

' Valuers will tend to value at the top or bottom end of the acceptable range of values depending on their client's

requirements particularly in the case of rent reviews
. Valuations tend to be pretty subjective
. A 10% difference in range is acceptable and what you would expect at a rent review; this puts you in a range where

negotiating a compromise is possible
. lf a figure within rent review negotiations comes outside what we consider he range of defensible values then you have

a problem and there is client advocacy going on
. Valuers can come out with quite different figures depending on the evidence they are utilising
. Rent review negotiations are affected by our relationship with the tenant
. I will not deal with the tenant or the valuer until I consider that they are being sensible
. I will be prepared to switch valuers
. We will propose a range of rentals; if a tenant comes back supported by a valuer and it's outside that range it is not

good for our credibility

' We value our relationship with our tenants, so we don't take a valuation and then add 20oh as might have been done in

the past
. The valuation has got to be defensible, you need to keep a tenant's trust as you might want to work with them in the

future
. An advocate valuer working for a tenant will be undermining the trust that the tenant has with you as a landlord
. Ten years ago the landlord tenant relationship was different and I would just get the rental figure and add 20o/o for

negotiation puposes
. I think roughly he range of defensible values should be around 10%, but it really depends on the individual property for

example there may be unique properties with no evidence.
. I think that valuers do a good job
. We sold a number of properties in the last monh and $ey have been sold at or above valuation
. For some properties in a hard market the value range muld be as high as200/o
. The choice of valuer was an historical thing, we work with people we are comfortable with; most people we use we have

worked wifi before and we respect their work; the firms we use have credibility
. We undertake six-monthly valuations and we tend to use the same guy that is doing the annual valuation as they are

familiar with the property
. The market tends to ignore the annual valuation
. There are benefits in undertaking six monthly valuations as it allows us to see how we are tracking and how things have

changed
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